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PAIN KILLER

IB A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.
A sure and speedy cure for Sore
Throat, Goughs, Golds, Diphtheria,

Chills,Diarrhea,Dysentery,Cramps,
Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick
Headache,Neuralgia,Rheumatism,
Bruises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.

inventions, the

AN N I H ILATOR
and

BRACELETS.

MAINE
usual.
November 4th.
Prices
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Sale of seats

commences

Friday,
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PORTLAND CADETS.

If death
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BRILL

BALL,
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If do th

Theatre.

Portland

New

Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

Friday and Saturday and Saturday Matinee, Nor. 11th and 12th.

The Greatest Union Square Theatre Success

occurs
occurs

the 1 st

If death

occurs

the 3d year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,

921.91 will be paid

If death

occurs

the 4th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 892.14 will be paid

on

death occurs the 5th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 860.32 will be paid

on

1000 insured.

each

1000 insured.

each

1000

T2ADS11AUC.
Dr. HOLMAN’S

insured.
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Just
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ROSE

TWO CARS WHITE

school for Waltsine, the “Geron Monday Evening, Nov. 7.
course of six lessons, Gentlemen,
$3.00. Ladies, $2.00.
Waltzing thorougly taught in this classs.
M. B. GILBERT.

OPENING
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OF THE-

CONGRESS

AT

Wednesday Eve., Nov. 9.

the ORIGINAL
and only genuine curative
an honestly-achas
that
the
PAD,
only remedy
word “PAD,” in
quired right tonse the title
diseases of
for
chrome
a
treatment
with
connection
the STOMACH. LIVER, SPLEEN and
POISONING.
BLOOD
MALARIAL
HOLMAN’S PAD has such complete co ntrol over
the most persistent CHRONIC DISEASES
of the STOMACH and LIVER, including INDIGESTION, all forms of DYSPEPSIA,
BILIOUS and SICK HEADACHE, NERPROSTRATION and SLEEPVOUS
LESSNESS, as to AMPLY Instify the eminent

being
fob sale by all druggists.
Or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
FULL TREATISE SENT FREE.

beginners.

skate iB to be used which is
popular in all the leading rinks.
new

CO.,
N. Y.

744 Broadway,
(P. 0. Box 2112)
[Consultation Free.
Dr. Holman attends daily.
Suitable rooms for the reception of lady patents.

FRESH EVERY DAY.
C. A.

GENERAL AGENT IN

--

MAINE,
Portland.

Federal Street,

dtf

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,

200 Tubs Vermont

nnwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
cuenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the head,
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
new life to the
craving for intoxicants and
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleepAsk
less. Beware of imitation* said to be as
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
fcold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, Bostoa I

imparts

BETTER.

becoming very
nov3dlw

good.
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Brief Extracts frem Testimonials
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MANN’8

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.
Hall,

Mechanics’

from

March, 8.30.

Biotic by Chandler.
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PROMENADE CONCERT

n
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AT-

City

gUjXWTBI! HOTOGBAPHER,

Hall,

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 10.

by CHANDLER.

Music

To be liad at W. E.
Tickets 35 or 3 for SI.00.
Chandler’s Music Store, 177 Middle St., and at the
nov2dtd
door.

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
ASSEMBLIES

514

over Millett
(DOW’S NEW BLOCK,)

Congress St.,

&

easonable Pleasures
Of life, a properly cooked meal, alfords little or no
and
much subsequent torture to a
present enjoyment
confirmed dyspeptic. But when chronic indigestion
is combatted with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, the
food is eaten with relish, and most important of all,
Use
is assimilated by and nourishes the system.
One of the

grand tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation, biliousness, rheumatism, fever and ague.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally,

this
I

j

Thsr&wlm

nov3

ELEGANT

Little’s,

TABLE LAMPS

Thursday Evening, Nov. 3d, Friday and Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Nov. 4th & 5th, 1881.
east of New York.
Palace in connection with
the
is
Photography
only
truly
Finest Photographic Display ever exhibited in New England, including many
graphy, amoDg which is the

With

This

The

new

styles

photo-

in

Exhibited for the first time in Maine by ns, as well as the beantifnl Display cf Photographs
for which was awarded

Commencing Nor. 8d.
Single admission Gent with Ladies, 76 e. Tickets
oct27d5m
for a course of rix assemblies, $3.00.
0

THE FIRST PRIZE AT MAINE STATE FAIR,
Come One!

Ikcnuli'Hl Pottery
Centres.

Limoges,
Longwr,
Japanese,

BEAUTIFUL PASTEL PORTRAIT

EVERY THURSDAY EVENING,

prominent Professional Men.

eod3mss

yct27

NIGHT.

THANKSGIVING

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

W. L. Wilson & Co.

Sarrcguemines,

Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

1881.

Fitted complete with the

Duplex,

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

Come A.11!

Oliver Wendell Holmes, HI. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exercise which
I have found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating.
The particular apparatus you uflo, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
Austin Flint, HI. I>.,
New York.
I have derived, personally, advantage from its
use. and 1 have known of its having proved beneficial in several instances. Judiciously used it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body

and mind.

Cross, HI. D.,
New York.
Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, and will be found particularly
valuable in toning up the muscles of the back and
loins.
Wm. W. Morland, HI. D
Boston Mass.
Every one who gives tho Reactionary Lifter a
fair trial becomes fascinated with it.
Caroline B. Winslow, HI. !>.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physic ally regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
James HI. Minor, HI. D
New York.
It accelerates to a high degree, and exalt9 to great
all
the
ordinary processes of nutrition,
perfection
forming new material in larger quantities and of
better quality, removing at the same time, and with
T. HI. B.

like rapid ity, the effete material by oxidation, by
which both warmth and power are simultaneously
furnished in increased quantities to the constantly

renewed xaonc.

R.
rui

STORE.

NEW

THE WHITNEY
Gaiter ST. JOACHIM
Bienied

arch

Underbills

B. F.
Jj2»

Falmouth

Hotel.

WHITNEYI& CO.
dtf

dti

Truss Hoops

BAZAR,

FOR SALE BY

iJOS. BRADFORD,
138 FORE ST.,

Portland, Maine.
lm

IMPORTED

HATS AND CAPS, GLOVES, UMBRELLAS AND CANES,
EXTENSION

CHANDELIERS, LAMPS AND LAMP

HOODS,

WINES &

LIQUORS

kindii, in the
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
•f all

AND

POCKET

CUTLERY

FRAMED

FISHING

REN DROCK,

Electric Fuse.

L OA DIN G
for

Oupont’a Pewilf

Mill..

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

MIDDLE

STREET.

bailey.

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
OPPOSITE

FALMOUTH

Fine Portrait Work
Especial

wJtI

the Gerry Farm
CHARLES D. Me
JOHN C. GERRY
oct22dtf
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to

or

ATLAS

POWDER,

to
or

Spanish Consula
is hereby given to the captains of Spanish
NOTICE
foreign vessels clearing for the ports of the
iBlands of Cuba
Puerto

REVOLVERS,

BREECH

12 Horses

Apply

DONALD, on the premises,
157 High St., Portland.

CUTLERY

ENGLISH

or

in Deering.
WILL

TACKLE,

and

Age*!

Dorses to Winter.
take 10

FOX

Aimi—TO PLEASE.

Facilities

for

a

Brooklyn.
tho most perfect compendium of exorcise imaginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
*r oratio Gomez, M. D.,
New York.

fully satisfied with your machine and its

I am
fects.

ef

David Wooster, M. !>.,
San Francisco.
I do cot hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the

to all persons suffering from dysor rheumatic affections, and to every person
sedentary employments.
€• Pcckham Fitch, M. D.,

Reactionary Lifter

peptic
of

New York.
It is almost indispensable for tho maintenace of
health: it develops the entire muscular structnre,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism
8. 8. Ac 8. £. Strong, M. D.

Saratoga Springs.
We have found th9 Reactionary Lifter of benefit
to persons of weakened muscular structure and of
sedentary habits.

It is

[Robert Hamilton, W. D.,
Saratoga Springs.
entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all

the merits claimed for it.

HOTEL.

or
Rico, that eight days after date the Consular fee lor such clearances shall
be the same as those for the other ports of Spain.
Parties interested can apply for further information
to the Spanish Consulate in this port.

ENRIQUE A1NZ, Consul.
Portland, Me., Nov. 4,1881.
nov7d3l*
GEO. P. ROWELL A CO.

Specialty

Fife Size Crayons.
Jly7eodtf

Buffalo.

nn/M.lA

n

*l\nt nil

TrirlnnO

clvoll

Ko

olantfx]
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November. Heretofore the Judges in Baltimore City have been elected on the third
Wednesday of October, the date of the municipal elections. The last Legislature was
Democratic by 12 majority in the Senate and
42 in the House.

The citizens of Massachusetts will elect a
Governor and other State officers, eight Executive Councillors, forty State Senators, 240
State Representatives,County Commissioners
and Clerks of Courts, and vote upon a ConThe proposed
stitutional
Amendment.
No
as
follows:
reads
amendment
served in the army or
person having
States in time
of the
United
navy
of war, and having been honorably discharged from such service, if otherwise
qualified to vote, shall be disqualified therefor on account of being a pauper; or, if a
pauper, because of the non-payment of a

I was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronie
infirmities of long standing. It has been a new revelation to mo and other medical friends.
Clayton Keith, M. D,,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to iesist disease.

Wan. L.

met

Barrett,

with.

M.

It

of

merits

D.,

Louis.
Nothing I can say in praise of it as a health promoting exercise is beyond the measure of its great
deserving. It supplies with wonderful perfection a
necessity long felt by physicians.
St.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
nov5
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United

States

Senator

McPherson, Democrat.
The last Legislature was Republican by
three majority in the Senate and twelve in
the House.
A Secretary and other State officers, feur
members of the XLVIIth Congress, two
Judges of the Supreme Court, 82 State Senators, 160 Assemblymen and county officers
will be elected in New York. The vacancies
in the XLVIIth Congress were caused by the
death of Fernando wood (Dem.) in the IXth
District, the appointment of Levi P. Morton
(Rep.) of the Xlth District as Minister to
France, and the election of Warner Miller
(Rep.) and Elbrldge G. Lapham (Rep.) of

to succeed John R.

the XXIId and XXVIIth Districts, respectively, to succeed Messrs. Conkling and
Platt in the United States Senate. The
election in the Vth Judicial District (Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Oneida, Onondaga
and Oswego Counties) is for a Judge to succeed Joseph Mullin, whose term will expire
next mquth, and for a Judge to fill the vacancy effused by the death of James Noxon.
The last Legislature was Republican by 18
majority in the Senate and 34 in the AssemA State Treasurer, county officers and
judges will be elected in Pennsylvania. There are five candidates in the field,
including Charles S. Wolfe, who has volunteered to lead the Independent Republicans
in their “revolt against the ‘bosses,’ and
their machine.”

The other candidates

Republican, Democratic, Greenback,

are

and

Virginia a Governer, Lieutenant-Govand Attorney-General, one-half of the
State Senate and a full House of Delegates
will be elected, and at the same time an
In

physiological exercise
ever

in

Prohibition.

Adrian J. Ebell, M. D»,
Berltn.
It is the best means of
the entire system I have
succoss.

A Governor and other Slate officers and
county officers will be elected in Minnesota,
and amendments to Article IV. (in the form
of additional sections), section 2 of Article
VHI., section 1 of Article IX. and sections
1 and 7 of Article TV. will be voted upon.
A law providing for applying the Internal
Land Improvement Fund to the payment of
the State Railroad Adjustment bonds will
also be voted upon. The first amendment
prohibits special legislation in certain cases;
the second provides for the sale of swamp
lands belonging to the State, the interest on
the proceeds to be applied to the educational and charitable funds of the State; the
third provides for the passage of a general
law or special act authorizingmunicipal corporations to levy assessments for certain local improvements; and the fourth strikes
out the provision that no session of the Legislature shall exceed sixty days, provides
that members shall receive $5 a day (instead
of $3), not to exceed $450 for regular sessions and $200 for special sessions, and
strikes out the provision permitting the
Legislature to change the rate of compensation.
In Mississippi a Governor and other State
officers, one half of the Senate, a full House
of Representatives and county officers will
be chosen. The new Legislature will elect
a United States Senator to succeed Lucius
Q. C. Lamar (Dem.), whose term will expire
in March, 1883. The last Legislature was
Democratic by 31 majority in the Senate
and 81 majority in the House, only 23 Republicans and Greenback men being admitted to both Houses.
A Judge of the Supreme Court, two regents of the University, two State Senators
and five State Representatives to fill vacancies, a District Attorney to fill a vacancy,
and county officers will be elected in Nebraska.
Eight State Senators, a full House of
Representatives and county officers will be
elected in New Jersey. The Senators elected this year will take part, with the seven
elected in 1880, and the six to be chosen in

some

Advertising Agents,

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
■ U SPRITE STREET, NEW FORM
The Press may oe found on tile a oar office.
4 PARK ROW
NJKW YORK
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Lawson A. Long, M. D.,
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C. E. JOSE & CO.
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Amendments will be voted upon. In Colorado. county officers will be elected and the
question of the permanent location of the
State capitol will be voted upon.
In Connecticut State Senators will be
elected in 12 odd numbered Districts and in
two even numbered Districts, which were
made up last winter of towns previously in
odd-numbered Districts. According to the
vote last Fall 9 of these Districts are Republican and 5 Democratic. The last Legislalature contained 10 Republicans and 5 Democrats. Of the 10 Senators holding over, 7
Of the
are Republicans and 3 Democrats.
retiring Senators, 9 are Republicans and 2
Democrats. By carrying six Districts the
Republicans will have a majority of one. In
the House, members of which hold office
for another year, the Republicans have a
clear majority of 84.
A Controller of the Treasury, members of
the
Hc^sp ^Delegate** (84) one-half of the
Senate^ll) and county officers will be electConstitutional
and a
ed in Maryland,
amendment will be voted upon. The proposed amendment so modifies Section 5 of
Article IV. of the Constitution of 1807 as to

poll-tax.

BECKFOBD,

sep20

Doors open at 7.16.
Skating from 7.30 to 10.00.
Admission 25 cts. Regular sessions every Wed7 30 to 10.00 p. m. Efficfrom
evening
nesday
ient and obliging aids will he in attendance to
▲

is

Professor Loomis’ high encomium: ‘T r IS NEARTHAN ANYElt A UNIVERSAD PANACEA
THING IN MEDICINE !”
BEWARE OF BOGUS AND IMITATION PADS. EACH GENUINE HOLMAN PAD bears the PRIVATE REVENUE STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY,
the above Trade Mark printed in green.

IflUSIC BY CHANDLER.

assist

ear a

ini rr

■

PAD

Jgp^Oar Yeast is extensively counterfeited
Notice carefully our Label, which is printed on yel
low paper, and bears signature of GaiF, Fleiscbmann
& Co., without which none is Genuine.

220

Roller Ming Rink
HALL,

through

Absolutely fresh and reliable at all times, frcm
their grocer or baker, as we now supply it

POTATOES,

Respectfully,

GRAND

by Absorption

tW^erTeForceTaml
”*the Cireulf^on.

HOLMAN PAD

Y E AST.

a

nov2dtf

depend npon getting

Compressed

open
man” and Racquet,
1Terms
for the

^

--

Gaff, Fleischmann & o.’s

in the title role (her original creation) as played
by her during the entire run of this most successful production.
Seats 75 and 60 eta ; Gallery 35 cts. Sale of scats
oommences at box office Wednesdayv Nov. 9th.

SHALL

FAMILIES

--

ROSE EYTINGE,
WALTZING.

PAD

s

_

With the powerful Emotional Star Artiste,

dtd

n
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LOVE.
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UOLMAN'S

insured.

1000

each

If death occurs after the fifth year after lapse, and within the periodof continued insurance, the deducMaine
tion shall not exceed the five annual life premiums as aforesaid, with interest as provided m the
Non-forfeiture Law.
eodlm

FELICIA,

Proprietors,

Providence, R. I,
eod&wly

28

Ac

entitled

WOMANS

PERRY DAVIS h SON,

each $1000 icsui cd.

will be paid
year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, $975.71
the 2d year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 949.72 will be paid on each
on

on

If

a? played in that famous New York theatre until
the close of the season. Mr. A. R. Cazauran’s
adaptation from the French, in Four Acts,

OR,

Perfectly safe to use internally or externally,and
certain to afford relief. No family can afford to
be without it. Sold by all druggists at SJ5c.,
50c., and 81 a bottle.

,,

6,1881.

Dec.

Tuesday,

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES
before discontinuing the payment of premiums, the whole of the sum insured, includiijg dividend-additions,
no condition
less any indebtedness due the Company on this contract, will be paid as a death-claim, provided
has
of the policy
been violated.
After the policy has been in force three full years, if less than the full number of premiinns agreed upon
the pein the policy is paid, and the party whose life is insured dies after such discontinuance, and within
as a deathdue
amount
Non-forfeiture
Law,the
Maine
riod of the extension secured by this contract under the
will be as ionows.
claim, if no condition of the policy other than the payment of premium has been violated,

auu

gima,

*

o
o

to

New Jersey, New York, Virginia and Wisconsin.
Four vacancies in the XLVIIth
Congress will be filled in New York, and in
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Vir-

of oaid 15 years.

to the end

201 MIDDLE STREET.

4tf

December, will elect a Lnited
States Senator to succeed John W. Johnston(Dem.), whose term will expire in March
18S3. In the last Legislature the Democratic majority was 22 in the Senate and 66 in
the House. Of the Democrats in the Senate 14 were Debtpayers and 26 Read jus ters;
in the House the Debtpayers had 72 members and the Readjusters 41. All of the 26
Republicans except five joined with the Readjusters on joint ballot in electing General
Mahone to the Senate. The Republican
State Convention divided into two bodies.
One nominated a State ticket, but the nominees declined. The other body decided to
support the Readjuster ticket, upon which
meet next

John F. Lewis, formerly a Republican member of the United States Senate, had been

To-day’s Elections.

DeWITT,

JOHN E.

HENRY D. SMITH,

•

MONDAY and TUESDAY, Not'. 7th & 8th.

Every regular attache of the Pb
is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pnllen,
All
Editor,
railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

Non-forfeiture Law, provided none of the condiThe foregoing Policy, No.
, issued under the Maine
toiiowtions thereof other than the payment of premiums has been violated, secures the results named in the
indebtedness
again
or
the
of
any
in
favor
dividend-additions
remain
policy,
any
ing statement. But if there
to t
the policy when it goes under the Maine Non-forfeitnre Law, the results will be modified according
contract.
and
the
that
Law
of
foregoing
provisions

Theatre.

Portland

We do not read anonymous letters and common
cation*. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or pres vs com
municationa that are not used.

issued

15-YEAB
ENDOWMENT
POLICY

Secretary,

Frank Curtis.Proprietor & Manager.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER S.

all 15-year Endowment Pol icies is
This Definite Contract is printed in plain type
and
a similar agreement for
sued at age 30, annual premium, $66.77,
every other plan and age of issue.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
New

THE PBE88.

_MEDICAL.
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Bates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
ength of column, ooustitutes a “square.”
*1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, *1.06; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 eents;
one week, *1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements" and “Adotioh
Bales," *2.00 per square per week; three lnsertion* or lera. $1.50.
Advertisement;* inserted in the "Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cent* per square for each subsequent
Insertion.
Address all communications to

-..

;
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_

CO.,
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ernor

amendment to the Constitution of 1870 will
be voted upon. Under Section 1 of Article
III., of the Constitution a citizen cannot
vote unless he has “paid to the State, before
the day of election, “the capitation tax required by law for the preceding year.” The
proposed amendment strikes out this provision. The new Legislature, which will

given

a

place.

A Governor and other State officers, one
half of the State Senate, a full House of
Representatives and county officers will be
elected In Wisconsin, and amendments to
Sections 4,5, Hand 21 of Article IV, of
the Constitution will be voted upon. The
proposed amendments relate to the Legisla"
biennial sessions.
ture and provide for
Members now receive $350 a year, with
mileage at the rate of 10 cents a mile for attending and returning from regular sessions.
No additional compensation is allowed for
attending special sessions. The amendments fix the salary of members at $500 for
a regular session, allow mileage in case of
special sessions, and provide “that no stationery, newspapers, postage or other perquisites, except the salary and mileage
above provided, shall be received from the
State by any member of the Legislature for
his services, or in any other manner as such
mntnlrai< >>
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lican by 71 majority

on

WAS
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joint ballot.

Vicksbebg Herald: As thousands of live
Yankees with millions of dollars are coming
south, a veritable southern boom is being
started. The Yanks have captured Atlanta,
Richmond, Charleston and New Orleans,
and there is a report that a raid will soon be
made on Vicksburg. But while money is

object to the hot-blooded southerners,
they can be prevailed on to go into remunerative financial transactions, and the Yanks
are the boys to prevail when there is money
in sight, so they are whooping up things all
■tflong tH5 line, and propose to fight it out
no

until you can’t tell the difference between
northern and southern citizen.

a

It is said that there are four distinct rac-

of aborigines in Alaska; the Eskimo,
ranging north of the great curve and extending to the Arctic, differing scarcely any from
the people of the same race on the opposite
side of the continent; the Aleutes, occupying the peninsula and the Aleutin Islands,
the Kenaians, occupying the coast between
Cook’s Inlet and Prince William Sound,
and thence extending over the interior eastward under the name of Tinnehs; and finally, the Tlinkets, who are found upon the
residue of the coast and islands of the great
bend to 54 degrees and forty minutes.
es

The corporation of the Welsh borough <»f
The
Swansea are a cute set of officials.
Prince of Wales was about to make them a
visit, and of course must be handsomely
entertained. He had just visited the town
of Sunderland, where the authorities naa
spent public money freely for his gratification, but learned to their dismay afterw ard
that the outlay was illegal, and had to refund the expenditure from their own pockets. The men of Swansea were wiser. They
simply increased the mayor’s salary by a
thousand or two of pounds and directed his
worship as to the best means of spending
the money.
The Prince of Wales’s motto, Ich Dien

(German: I serve), according to a Welsh
story, should be Eich Dyn (Welsh: Tour
Man). The legend was that the Welshmen
promised to obey Edward I. if he would
give them a Prince who was born in Wales,
could speak no English, and had done no
wrong to man, woman or child; and in answer he presented the new born child of his
Queen with the words, Eich Dyn: “Here’s
your

man.”__

The community of Harmonists founded
by Father Rapp at Economy, Pa., now number about 100 old enfeebled men and women, and the manager of their affairs being
asked recently what would become of the
$10,000,000 of property they had accumulated, said he expected the State would take it
when they had all died off.
If the elections to be held to fill vacancies
result in the selection of Congressmen of the
same political faith as those who have died
or resigned, the next House of Representatives will be made up of 147 Republicans,
130 Democrats, 9 Greenbackers and 1 Inde-

pendent.

_

Say,president of the French senate,
takes a great interest in the channel tunnel,
and recently visited the preliminary works
at Calais. Upwards of 1950 yards have already been bored on the French side; while
on the English side the tunnel has been
in all a
driven for nearly a mile, making
tenth of the whole distance.
M. Leon

Next year the charters of many of the national banks expire, under the act of Conlimit of
gress of 1802 giving such charters a
some action is
unless
But
twenty years.
taken
no
or

by Congress

next winter there

obstacle in the way of
all of them.

a

w>h be

renewal of any

The Atlanta papers say that the only bar
complete success of the Exposition is
the refusal of the Georgia railroads to offer
reduced rates. It costs more to travel in
to the

than in any State of the Union,
and most of the railroads belong in part to
the State._

Georgia

Operating railroads cost in 1880 in Encent, of the receipts; Ger54
cent.;
Belgium, 58.0 per cent.
per
many,
55.4
Switzerland,
per cent.; Italy, 61 5 per
cent. The gross receipts per mile were in

gland, 52.4 per

England $17,450,

and in

France, $13,000,

Goldwix Smith writes to the London
Times that the feeling of native Americans
towards England is entirely kind, and that
when it was less so, it was not so much a
feeling of ordinary enmity as of wounded

affection._
Chang Chan Yee, the
ister to the United

new

Chinese min-

States, will

set out

on

his voyage hither in the latter part of this
month. In China he recently held a position corresponding nearly with that of our
secretary of the treasury.
Mayor Latrobe of Baltimore has signed
of
an order absolutely prohibiting the sale
toy pistols in that city. The large number
of deaths by lockjaw last summer prompted
the passing of the act.
of Philadelphia brokers exhibit at
sample of Yankee cotton grown
this year in Delaware county, Pa. The experiment with half an acre was so successful that they will plant 300 acres next year.
A

firm

Atlanta,

a

Gov. Matthews of West Virginia adopts
Senator Sherman’s Idea that the Virginias
should be reunited.
Cleveland sends her captured gamblers
to the workhouse. This reverses their previous life. Now is all work and no play.

Dn.

Meyer,

says the most

a Vienna editor now here,
astonishing feature of the

American newspaper is the advertisements.

Charleston, S. C.,
tablishment of

a

is

happy

«ver

the-es-

second cotton htctory.

Col. Von Steuben

is

Astonished.

Impressions of Our German Guests.
[Interview In Cincinnati Commercial.]
Col. Yon Steuben said he was greatly impressed and highly astonished with what ha
had seen. He never thought America and tha
people of this country were so highly developed. For their self-government he had high
respect. He regarded the control of the American peojfle over themselves as simply wonderful. In the railroad cars, on the street care,
and on all the public occasions he had witnessed in this country he fouud the same degree of control existing. As to education tha
colonel was a great stickler for the scientific
studies treated of in the higher German nniversities, yet he most acknowledge that he had
found that the cultivation of the average people had attained a much higher degree than
anywhere in Europe. Col. Von Steuben waa

disappointed in bis original views regardthe militia organizations of this country.
His party fonnd them a vastly better sort of

also

ing

soldiers than they expected. He was cognizant
of the fact that the militia of the United States
had worked wonders, both in the war of the
Revolution and in the great rebellion. He freely admitted that the German military had profited a great deal as military scientists from the
study of American warfare. Many new Inventions had been discovered it America pertaining to the proper methods of warfare daring
the rebellion which had been of great use to
the German armies in the French war, and,
before all, the American system of field fortifications had been especially studied and great
use had been made of it by the German army.
Again, the “tirailleur,” or mode of deploying
the advance guard in use in American tactics,
had been of great value to them. In Cincinnati be was greatly pleased and astonished st
the immensity of some of the manufactories,
especially with one that is said to turn out
That
some 300 buggies and wagons per day.
Hs
was almost beyond his comprehension.
all
these
wagcould not see where in America
a
luxuit
was
In
used.
Germany
ons could be
use
ry to own a wagon*, nearly all those in
there being the heavy army wagons, though
The
some were imported from this country.
reason for this lack of use was that the timber
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and that the German people need nothing that
conld not be mended. He thought the American people too lavish in the expenditure of
money. With the music hall he was also greatly pleased, and said there was nothing like it
that he had ever seen.
As to the reception tendered himself and hia
associates, he said too much had been done, but
they did not look upon it as being for themselves, but thought the American people took
this occasion to express a desire to want to
stand on friendly terms with the German element in this country as well as to the cultivated people of Germany itself. He was glad to
see this expression of feeling, for the two were
sister nations of the same original descent, and
he hoped they should go on in the road of progTheir institutions differed
ress hand in hand.
somewhat, yet there were similar ones here
and there which suited both nations. These
differences, however, should be no hindrance
to the friendly and commercial relations beHe greatly admired
tween the countries.
American beauty as he had seen it upon the
he
had
visited, and prostreets of the cities
nounced it more striking than in any other
country in which he had jonrneyed. In conclusion Col. Von Steuben said he could not
find words in which to express his praise of the
Anglo-American population, and the manner
in which the leading gentlemen had everywhere treated his party. Their greatest regret
was the want of knowledge of the English lanfrom reguage, which alone prevented them

ciprocating.

[Brooklyn Eagle.1
Her Favorite Item.
“Where will I find the

man

who writes yoar

sqaibs?” demanded a tough looking old lady of
the city editor yesterday afternoon.
“I guess he’s out in the yard sawing wood,"
replied the city editor. “Want to see him for
anything in particular?”
“I want to know when he is going to write an
article about patting up the stove,” demanded
the tough female, grimly. “I have taken the
e
Eagle for fourteen years anc have never seen
funny article on that subject yet. Every other
must
paper has one once a year, and this sheet
keep up with the rest or you needn’t send it to
me any more.”
“What would you like to have them say?”
asked the city editor.
“Say! don’t he know what to say? Can’t he
say that the man went to work, cheerfully
in his shirt sleeves, but when he found a
length of pipe missing he began to howl like a
wolf and abuse his wife for not keeping her
eye on it all summer? Strikes me a man who
keeps the run of the newspapers ought to know
what to say about putting np a stove! Then
A.
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like a bull?"
“Suppose he did say it,” replied the city editor, “what good would it do?”
“Baht” ejaculated the tough female." What
good does it do any paper that say s so? Yet

Besides, they tell how he rips
and tears because one leg falls out when he
tries to pat another one in, aod how the pipe
won’t go in the smoke hole. Why don’t your
man Bay the same thing? Why don’t you keep
up with the times?”
“Has the Times had anything about it?” inquired tbe city editor.
"I mean with current events. Why don’t
they all say it.

you keep pace with civilization?”
“But I don’t see any fun in a man’s wife
watching a length of stove pipe all summer, or
a man’s pinching his finger or losing a leg,”
protested the city editor, “and as for howling
you ought to see our squib man an hoar and a
half after he has drawn his salary.”
“Wah!” squeaked the tough woman contemptuously. “That’s all the sense you’ve
got! Why don’t he represent the man on the
step ladder, holding up the pipe and yelling for
the hammer? Tell me that?” demanded the
tough woman still more toughly. “While his
wife has it in her pocket all the time. Why
don't he come out like a man and say while
the chap was making one length of pipe fit
another falls on his head and makes him dance
like pop corn? Why does he skulk for fourteen years and let every oter hpaper say it
first?”
“Maybe he was waiting to see the news authenticated,” suggested the city editor.
“Some ot our exchanges are not as careful with
the facts as we are.”
“Facts be hanged!” sniffed the tough female.
“What does he know about facts? why don’t
he show some principle and state flatly that
after falling off the ladder and kicking the
stove to pieces, the man sends for a stove man
to put it up and then finds that it don’t draw?
Why don’t he Bhow as much courage as the
other papers?”
“But, why didn't he send for the stove man
in the first place?” argued the city editor.
,'That would have spoiled the humor! The
fun is in having tho chap try to put it up and
fail.”
“I don’t see any humor in that” mused the
—
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bis finger, or cracking his sknll, or kicking it to pieces and then running up a bill to
have it done (or him in the end, I should see
something pleasant in it. But I can’t see any
fun in what oou say.”
“Then you don’t propose to have a humorous article about putting up stoves this year,
either?” snorted the tough woman.
“I don’t see my way clear to it,” sighed the
city editor. “The man who put up the stove
might not like it,and then if it’s in all the other
papers and we see It, we might copy it without
being responsible for it.”
“Yes,’’sniffed the tough female, and I’ve
to go among my relations and have ’em point
that item out in all the other papers and I
can’t paralyze them with an Eagle account of
it. You just take a rake and hoe my name off
your list, you hear? I wouldn’t touch your
sheet with the tongs!” and the tough female
strode out with a twenty-eight inch step and
wrath in her eye.
muttered the oity editor,
“Must be crazy!
"want a man to leave off sawing wood to write
man
a
about
pinching his finger in a stove
up
pipe. Here, Bifile, run through the sermon,
and wherever you find a ’heir or a ‘damnation,’or anything of that kind, make a subhead ef it.”

ming

STATE NEWS.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Some two or three years ago a man was arrested and taken to the police station. Bangor,
who, proving to he insane, was sent to the
At the time he was arAsylum at Augusta.
rested he had a small bundle of rags, which
Last summer he was
was left at the station.
discharged from the asylum, having been rehe
called at the polioe
when
stored to sanity,
office in Bangor and inquired for his bundle.
The officers remembered having seen it lying
about the premises, hut could not tell what
had become of it.
However, after a long
search it was found stowed away with a lot of
worthless stuff, and it was given into the possession of the claimant, who proceeded at once
to unroll it.
Judge of the surprise of the
officers to see him take from the middle of the
worthless rags a small piece of paper in which
were folded two bank bills, the respective
demonstrations of which were 510 and 550.
Although insane at the time ho placed the
money there be remembered it distinctly the
moment his reason was restored.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Messrs. Goes and Sawyer of Bath have commenced to build a ship of some JOOO tons to be
She is to be
named the “Henry Failing.
managed Dy W. H. Besse of New Bedford,
Mass., and commanded by J. Merriman, late
of "Belle of Oregon.

THE STAR ROUTES.

MARINE NEWS.

BY TELEGRAM.

District Attorney Corkhill Defends
Himself.

A Whaling Schooner Lost Off Nan-

OF MR.

ARGUMENT

COOK FOR

THE

AND

THE MATE

GOVERNMENT.

Proclamation by President Arthur.
Washington, Nov. 7.—The following proclamation was issued from the department of
State to-day:
of the

States of

America.

A.

PROCLAMATION.

It has long been the custom of our people with
closing of the 5 ear to look back upon the blesssear
ings brought to them in the changing course of
sons, and to return solemn thinks to the All Giving
Source from whom they flow, and although at this
us that the
peri id. when the falling leaf a imonishea
time of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in the shadow of a great bereavement ana
still finds
mourning, which has filled our h' rts and
whom
the

its sorrowful expression towards God before
we but lately bowed in grief and supplication, yet
tbe countless benefits which have showered upon
ferus during tbe past twelve months call for out
vent gratitu e and make It fitting that we should
that the Lord in His infithankfulness
with
rejoice
nite mercy has most signally favored our country,
Peace without and prosperity
and our people
within have been vouchsafed to us. No pestilence
of
has visited our shores. The abundant
freedom which our fathers left us in their wisdom
are still our increasing heritage, and if in parts of
our vast domain, some afllioti m bus visited our
brethren intbeir forest home-,yet even this calamity
has been tempered, and iu a maimer sanctified by
the geiterou-* oomp»ssi n for the sufferers wliteh
has beeu c died forth throughout our land. For all
these things it is meet|that ihe voice of the Nation
should go up to God iu devout homage.
Wherefore I Ches er A
Arthur, President of
the Cnfted States, do recommend that a l the
the
24th day of Novemobserve
Thursday,
people
be> iiibta t, as a day of national thanksgiving and
their
prayer by ceasi g so far as may be from
secular labors and meeting iu their several places
of worship there to join in ascribing honor and
praise >o Almighty Goo whose goodness has been so
mauitest in our history and Hu our lives, and offeri, g earnest praye s tha* His bounties may continue
to us and to our,children.
I u witness where A I have hereunto set my baud
and caused he seal of the United .States to be

privileges

affixed.
Done at tbe city of Washington this fourth day of
November in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eiglity-one and of the independence of the United States the one hundred
and sixth.
Chester A. Arthur.
By the President.
James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.
,,
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STREET.

WALL

The BedemDtion of Bonds—An Erie Rumor—The New Railroad CombinationDemand for Bonds, &c.
New York, Nov. 7.—Wall street reports
state that leading bankers arsert that the treasury is not likely to obtain any 3J per cents under the recent offer to redeem them at par and
interest. The continued fives are selling at
1$ premium oV.'r par and interest, and the
continued sixes at i and t over par and interIt is understood in banking circles that
est.
the policy of the new treasury administration
will be to restore money to the channels of circulation as rapidly as is practicable. If bonds
are not tendered at par aDd interest another
call will be made comparatively soon.
It is reported that the English holders of a
control in Erie have requested Mr. Gould to
take the Presidency of the company and name
ten directors, to include Sage, Humphrey,
Dillon and four members of the present board.
The Pennsylvania Company is said to be
ready to make a satisfactory traffic agreement
with the new combination.
No new contract is likely to be made by the
Union Pacific with the Pacific Mail Company.
Dealers in bonds reported4the demand Saturday Saturday stronger than upon any day for a
long time. London was a large buyer of Erie,
one firm purchasing 20,0C3 shares. The decline
in Virginia deferred bonds to 20 was said to
Ten thouhave been caused by forced sales.
sand shares of Lake Shore were shipped to
The attorney general of
London Saturday.
Arkansas has filed an opinion, indorsed by eminent counsel, that the railroads are liable for
the payment of the bonds which the State has
delivered to them and which they have sold.

GEN. SHERMAN’S REPORT.
An Increase of the Army Recommended.
Washington, Nov. 7.—The annual report of
the General of the Army to the Secretary of
After reviewing
War is made public to-day.
the history of the Indian question during the
year Gen. Sherman says: Our companies are
too small for efficient discipline and for economical service. I do most earnestly ask tho
honorable Secretary of War to apply to Congress to repeal that clause of the existing law
which limits the enlisted force of the army to
25,000 men, aud to enact that each company
at least fifty
in the armv may be enlisted to
privates, making sixty-two enlisted men and
three officers to ea-"h of the 450 companies,
thus increasing the army proper to 26,060 enlisted men. wliich number in practice will
probably never exceed 25,000. This should
form the ooinbata it force and as experience
and universe practice demonstrated the necessit.v

for

another

nr

nnn-c.nmhftt.ant

force.

T

farther urge that special provision be made by
law for a total of 3789 for all purposes, which
number added to the 26,GfiO will make the
total enlisted force of every uature aud kind
of 30,449.
Many of the fortifications and coast defenses
now employing the time of the army to garrison. are absolutely of no use, present or prospective. He recommends the whole question
of coast defense be submitted to a board of
high officers.

THE INDIANS.
Defeated by United
Troops.
San Fbancisco, Nov. 7.—Tucson, A. T.,
Information iias just been redispatch says:
ceived of a fight betwee t hostile Apaches under Chiefs Vay and Dravo and United States
cavalry, in Apache county, in which four
A

Band of Apaches
States

and
bucks were killed and three women
The Apaches were scatchildren captured.
tered by the engagement, and aro making toward San Carlos Agency.

News from the Belief Steamer Rodgers.
San Fbancisco, Nov. 7.—The steam whaler
Belvidere has arrived; also whalers Northern
Light. Dawn and Rainbow, bringing news of
Lieut.
the Arctic relief steamer Rodgers.
Berry found Wrangel laud to be an island. He
Bent a party from the Rodgers in small boats
to explore the land. They returned, having
gone completely around it. The Rodgers then
siet med 120 miles north northwest in search
of furthtr land but failed to find any. Lieut.
Berry ascended a mountain on Wrangel island
and from the top saw sea all around it. The
Beason bad been most favorable for exploration.
Capt. Owen, of the Belvidere, said he would
not be surprised to hear of the Jeannette coming home by way of Greenland. The Rodgers
intends to send out a sledge party from winter
quarters to explore the coast of Siberia. She
expects to leave winter quarters next June and
go as far north as possible.
The Hoboken Fire.

Hobokkn, N. J., Nov. 7.—A large crowd is
gathered around what remains of the Eagle
dock at Hoboken,which was burned last night.
Little or none of the vast amount of freight
that was piled on the pier has been saved. It
is said by thetagenls of the Wilson line that

the loss on merchandise will not be much less
than $1,0C0,CC3. All the beaks, manifests aud
bills of lading were in the office on the dock
and destroyed. The loss on dock is $250,CCO;
partially insured. The loss of the New Jersey Ice Company on two ice barges is $15,CCO.
M. Never & Co. lost one hay barge and cargo
valued at $G,0C0.
Tbe Ninth Massachusetts Regiment.
Washington, Nov. 7.—Tbe committee sent
South from Bos' in to investigate tbe charges
of miujondnet of the members of the Ninth
Massachusetts Regiment arived here last night
They visit3d the police
from Richmond.
headquarters t>day and closely questioned the
auel
lieutenants of the pslice
thoroughly
searched the police records, but did not find a
single charge of rr'econduct against any member of tbe regiment during its stay in WashThe committee left this afternoon for
ington.
home.
Death of

a

Veteran Odd Fellow.

Newport, R. I., Nov. 7.—Zenas L. Hammond, aged about 85 years, died to-day. He

of the charter members of tho Rhode
Island Lodge of Odd Fellows and a veteran of
*
the ar of 1812. He was the father of the
chirf of police.
was one

Editors Assaulted.
Camden, N. J., Nov. 7.—Hon. H. L. Bonsai!, ex-member of the legislature, and B. L,
Bonsali, bis son, publisher and editors of tbe
Daily Post, were assaulted in the street to-day
by Charles S. Ridgeway, ex-chairman of tbe
county Democratic executive committee. Tbe
assault grew out of an article published in the
Post.
A

Novel Swindle.

Sprincpield, 111., Nov. 7.—L. L. Cluxton,
now under arrest at Vandalia. lias for
some
time been making spurious applications on tbe

Governor for requisitions

on

Governors of oth-

er States for imaginary fugitives, forging signnatures of county officers and gelling himself
It is not koown how
appointed messenger.

much money be has extracted
by these transactions.

Telegraph Operators

Washington,
Corkhill tc-day,

Chicago Lire Slock iT^arkec.

from the State

Preparing for

(By Telegraph.)

FIVE

MEN

DIE

7.-—District Attorney
opening of the Court, made

Not.
on

long personal explanation to the effect that
Mr. Cook has been appointed assistant to the

the
for
General
prosecution
Attorney
of the Star route cases last June, at which
time Attorney General MacVeagh notified
him (Corkhill) of the fact, and that he (Corkhill) had had nothing to do with these
Mr. Corkhill also denied that the
cases
charges that his adjournment of the grand
jury caused a presentation of the Star route
He said the fact was
case by information.
that on the 15th of July last the counsel for
the defence came into Court with the remarkable motion that the case be presented to the
grand jury, aud that on that occasion he stated that he knew nothing of the case and that
Mr. Cook was the only man who could speak
for the Government in the matter, Mr. Cook
then and there stated that it was his intention
after tho summer was over to present some
On the first Monday
cases to the grand jury.
in October the Attorney General notified him
that since the President’s assassination he had
not given the Star route cases any special attention and that he knew nothing of them,
and that he (Corkhill) need not bother himself about them, and that when his services or
those of the grand jury were required he
would be notified by the person having special
charge of them. On the 25th of September he
was informed by Mr. Cook| that the Attorney
General wished to see him in company with
Mr. Cook. He called on the Attorney General
and was then requested to sign the criminal inHe then protested against tho
formation.
abuse which he had been receiving aud against
the insinuations that had been published about
the adjournment of tho grand jury, and he
said if the Attorney General, as his superior
officer, made a statement of the simple facts
this abuse would be at once silenced.
4t the conclusion of District Attorney Corkhill’s temarks argument was resumed on the
motion to quash the information, Win. R.
Cook opposing the motion.
Mr Cook .declared that for upwards of ten
years the prosecution of cases by criminal information has been in tua in the District of
Columbia and in the very Court in which they

engaged.

Crimiual information had been expressly
authorized in the District of Columbia. In
the supplement to the Reviced Statutes, page
85, the provision was found. In this case the
statute of limitations required the filing of an
information. He had no notice directly or inuireuuy
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had been called to Long Branch to consult
with the Attorney General, Pt itmaster General and Mr. Bliss, and when he reached the
city on his return he learned the grand jury
had adjourned.
There was but one pathway
left open and with laborous effort, with constant work the information was prepared and
filed.
Mr. Cook then proceeded to argue that conviction in this case would not render the accused infamous and that therefore the position
of the defence on that ground could not be
maintained.
In concluding his
argument Mr. Cook
said:—The information has been denounced as
absurd, contradictory and ridiculous, but when
the eye of pure and enlightened criticism is
applied te it it will be found it is a clear, distinct and plain statement of the crime embraced in it, and one that will justify by ample
proof the conviction of defendants unless
they can vindicate themselves, not by extraordinary and peculiar legal propositions, but by
accumulation of facts. It is said there has
been delay. Why? It was no easy task to ascertain the accumulation of filth and wrong in
the Augean stable, the keys and locks of which
have been so long in the possession of Thomas
J. Brady. It has required almost herculean
power to let in a stream of purity on the deeds
that were perpetrated while he presided over
the department. It was unavoidable delay.
Stop! stop! stop! was the wild and vociferous
cry of Col. Ingersoll in the conclusion of his

eloqent appeal. Why? Stopj stop! stop!
It is
an appropriate cry for the defendants.
the cry of detected guilt everywhere. But
was

there is another cry that comes down the ages
its
for
wherever manhood has struggled
It is, “Go on!
go on! go on!’’
rights.
There is a form (and here the speaker spoke
more slowly and with a great deal of feeling)
that passes and riseB before me of one over
whom a nation’s tears have recently fallen. I
gee him now as I saw him in the White House
a few nights before he was stricken down and
from his pale white lips comes to me at least
the crv. “Go on. Goon!” And if vour honor
will permit it I will go on with the aid of my
brethren, of a traduced and denounced Attorney General whose life is without stain and
spotless, of a vituperated Postmaster General
who from childhood’s hour has bad no accusaWith the ai'd of
tion brought against him.
my noble, venerable and learned brother
(Brewster) and my absent associate (Bliss) and
the indulgence of your honor I will go on until
these defendants may have had a fair and full
and justtrial.
At 3.20 the court adjourned until to-morrow,
when Mr. Brewster will open his argument.

WASHINGTON.
Another Denial of the Alleged Cabinet
“Scene.”
Washington, Nov. 7.—The Washington
Post this morning, claiming to* speak with authority as to the reported Cabinet meeting in
which the President was alleged to have rebuked Mr. MacVeagh, says:—“Gen. Arthur is
of a gentleman that he could not
so much
have used the tone, language and manner described to him by the veracious chronicler. In
the second place, he never has had the opportunity, as the Attorney General has not attended President Arthur’s Cabinet meetings,
and at the time alleged (shortly after the Yorktown trip) was not in the city.”

Ex-Secretary Windom, referring to-day to
the alleged difference of opinion between President Arth ur and Attorney General MacVeagh
at a recent meeting of the Cabinet, said that

while he did not think it proper for him to disthe nature of business transacted at that
meeting, he has no hesitation in saying that
the published account of the proceedings is entirely without foundation. Nothing occurred
which would warrant the assertion that there
was any exhibition of feeling on the part of
either gentlemen mentioned
Questions under
consideration were discussed in a most friendly
spirit, without excitement or disagreement,
and no personal criticisms were made by any
cuss

one.

_

Heavy Forgeries in Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 7.—It is stated that
the forgeries committed by Capt. J. IJ. Dubois,
member of the board of trade, amount| to
over $30,000. A few days ago bills of lading
on hides were forged for $10,000 on which were
obtained $2000 from Goetz & Guneining, a
Milwaukee firm. The name of W. E. Bridge,
local freight agent of the Chicgo and Alton R.
R., was forged to bills, which, with a $9C30
draft, were sent to Milwaukee and paid. A
Boston firm loses $4000. A bank here is out
about $8000. It is thought that Dubois has
gone to Mexico end that he took $10,000 or
$15,000 with him.
St. Louis, Nov. 7.—A Kansas City special
savs the Dubois defalcation amounts to $75,030. Homer Brothers of Boston lose $20,<>00,
and Harding, Morton & Co. of Boston lose a

large sum.
Boston, Nov. 7.—The firm of Harding &
Morton of this city, which appears in Kansas
City despatches as having lost heavily by the
crookedness of Dubois, state their entire
shortage is $2500, which is wholly covered by
freight rebates, so they lose nothing.
The Newark Bank Robbery,
Newabk, Nov. 7.—Another failure is reported to-day resulting from the bank failure.
Hanson and Van Winkle, wholesale dealers
in chemicals, notified their creditors that they
are unable to meet their obligations and will
terms of compromise which they
soon offer
will probably accept.
They have an office in
New York.
The United States court besides ordering a
rule to show cauce why a receiver should not
be appointed for Nugent’s factory have this
morning also appointed E. N. Miller, a provisional receiver to take charge of the affairs
Cashier Baldwin is before the
meanwhile.
United States Commissioner Keasbey to renew
his bail till the United States District Attorney
now in Washington can attend to the case,
to

*

8100,000.

The defaulting clerk, Marchbank, was released on 810,0C0 bail.
Cashier Baldwin has been released on 8100,OCO bail to appear Monday next for examination. Among his bondsmen are his brothers,
H. P. Baldwin, Wm. H. Baldwin and T. F.
Baldwin.
_

Unsuccessful Attempt at Lynching.
Nov.
7.—The Times-Star’s
Cincinnati,
special from Tiflin, Ohio, says that at 1.30 this
morning a mob comprising several hundred
appeared at the jail where Madder, who killed
Phoebe Bernhardt, is confined and a demand
The sheriff refused
was made for the keys.
and having gathered a posse armed to protect
Officers Brest
the jail, a lively riot ensued.
and Lambertson leceived severe injuries, but
the mob was repelled and warrants are being
issued for the leaders. Another attack is expected to-night. Capt. Sapper’s militia has
been ordered out.
A Strike Which was Anticipated.
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.—The managers of
the Press having received information that a
plan was on foot under which at a late hour
to-morrow (election night) they would be required to sign a contract for a year with their
present force of printers failing in which work
would be stopped and the publication of the
paper be stopped and embarrased provided a
different force which entered the office to-day.
new

printers.

force

is

composed

of

non-union

__

Murderer Escapes from Jail.
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 7.—Martin Goldworth, in jail at Paris, Logan county, for
murder, escaped yesterday by leaving his
mother in his cell and wearing a portion of
her clothing to disguise him as he passed out.
A

a

Strike.

Washington, Nov. 7.—There was a meeting
of Western .Union telegraph operators here
last evening, which, it is believed, is preparatory to a general strike among the operatives
It was directed that"
throughout the country.
communication should be had with the head of
the Natioual Organization of Telegraph Operatives, which has a membership of 10,000.

SUPPRESSED.

OF

@6 GO.
Cattks—Receipts 6600 head;shipments 2300 head;

Dennispoet, Mass., Nov. 7.—Capt. Henry
H. Fisk of schooner James Ford of West Dennis, from Boston, bound coaling, arrived
at Bass Kiver, Mass., yesterday with ten of
the crew of the whaling schooner Delia Hodgkins of New London, Conn., which he picked
five miles east of
up in a boat Saturday night,
Pollock Rip light-ship.
The report of Capt. L. S. Miner of the Hodgkins is as follows: "Took a sqnail Friday night,
when within hearing distance of the steamwhistle of Pollock Rip light-ship, Nantucket
shoals, in which the vessel capsized and sunk.
Tlie crew of fifteen had barely time to get into
the long boat. We polled all night without
any progress. After being in the boat twentyfour hours without food and proper clothing,
the mate and four men died from exhaustion
and fright and were thrown overboard. We
had been out since last May and were from
Iceland, bound in, with seventeen barrels of
oil.”
The mate was a nephew of the captain, and
belonged in New London. The crew were
mostly New Yorkers. They were taken to the
homes of citizens at West Dennis, clothed and
properly cared for. They left for New London
this morning on the train.
New London, Conn., Nov. 7.—Capt. Sanford S. Miner and six of the crew of schooner
Delia Hodekius of this port, arrived hero this
afternoon. The Hodgkins cleared from here
last May bound for East Greenland on a whaling voyage. She met witli little Buccess, taking only 170 barrels oil, and left the grounds in
August for Cumberland Inlet, but took no oil
there. She left Cumberland for home October
13 and split two foresails on the way down.
Friday last about 7.30 a. in., when about four
miles off pollock Kip light-ship, was struck ov
a heavy squall from the westward which took
her right ahead. She got stern way, fell off
and capsized. The crew, 1G in number, succeeded in climbing into the rigging and up the
Bide of the vessel and when the wind moderated in about half an hour they succeeded in
getting out a small boat which was bottom side
up on the deck, stopped leaks f’S they best
could and left the schooner.
They pulled for
Pollock Kip light-ship, but made little headway owing to a strong headwind, and finally
when night came on gave up.
During the
night four of the crew died in the boat from
cold and exhaustion and their bodies were
The fifth man died Saturthrown overboard.
day morning. They sighted a schooner to
windward Saturday morning and pulled for
her, but did not get near enough to hail her or
for her to see their signals. They continued to
pull all day and made a sail in the boat with a
piece of canvas about the size of a hatch tarpaulin, which they had cut from the main topAbout 9
sail before leaving the schooner.
o’clock Saturday night they sighted a number
of sails ahead and made for the nearest one.
She proved to be the schooner James Ford and
they were taken on board and the next morning were landed at West Dennis, Mass., where
they were kindly cared for by the people of the

village.
Mutiny

on

Shipboard.

New York, Nov. 7.—Bark Plymouth from
Bristol reports that on Sept. 26th fell in with
the Norwegian bark Professor Schmergaard
from Knisale for Charleston, six days out,
who sent his mate to us and who reported that
when four days out found four seldiers stowed
away in the fore-peak. The captain wanted to
return to port, but the soldiers aided by some
of the crew refused to let him do so.
Having
no arms he thought it prudent to keep on his
with
them
course, lhe Plymouth supplied
two revolvers and ammunition and proceeded.

Advance of Freight Rates.
Chicago, Nov. 7.—Vanderbilt lines announce an advance on grain and provisions to
the seaboard, making grain rates 25 cents and
provisions 20 cents.

very sluggish and weak; best Steers at G 50@G 90;
sales of medium to good at 5 40@ > 90; common to
fair 4 00@5 00.
Sheep—receipts 400 head; shipments 200 head;
market steady; inferior to fair 2 35@2 60, good to
extra at 4 40(0/6 00.

Attliione, Ireland, Nov. 7.—A large meeting of tenants upon the estate of Sir John
Ennis have resolved to demand an abatement
of rents, and in case of refusal they will apply
to the Land Court. There are upwards of 5C00
tenants on his estate.
London, Nov. 7.—The Dublin correspondent
of the Times says:—“There can be little doubt
that there will be many appeals from the decisions of the sub-commissioners under the
land act to the central court at Dublin. It is
understood there are legal grounds for impeaching some of their decisions. The land
owners view the great reduction in rents made
with alarm, and they apprehend that if the
is carried out their property
same principle
will be confiscated to a large extent and a
number ruined. They believe that the. principle the commission adopted at Belfast in fixing rents will hold out a premium to the indolent and incompetent farmer and visit the indulgent landlord with the penalty.
Lord O'Hagan, the retiring Lord Chancellor
of Ireland, has been appointed a Knight of St.
Patrick.
Mr. Parnell was interviewed by two prominent members of the Home Rule League on
Saturday. He said the recent judgments at
Belfast agreed with his estimates that the rents
in Ulster should be reduced to Griffith's valua
tion. He believed the reductions in the south
of Ireland would not be'as large, and consequently would not satisfy the tenants. Any
general reduction of rents to Griffith’s valuation would, because of the extent to which
land is mortgaged, deprive landlords of the
means of living aud oompet the Government
to buy out or compromise. This would demonstrate the souud ness of the view enunciated
by the League. Mr. Parnell admitted the possibility of mauy tenants settling directly with
their landlords.
Police were stationed at the doors yesterday
of the rear offices to the Ladies' Land League
in Dublin and took the names of all who entered with a view to their prosecution.
Dublin, Nov. 7.— A circular to the Dublin
police instructs them to report any meeting
supposed to be held for league purposes with a
view to the arrest of the participators.

Itoaaesilc markets.

CBf Telegraph.)
fOKK. Nov. 7—Evening.—Flour market
dull and heavy, and in instances 10@16 lower with
limited export, and jobbing buying only to recover
argent wants.
Receipts of Flour 24,096 bbls; exports 2462 bbls;
sales 14,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 00@4 30; Superfine
Western and State 3 90@5 15;comraon to good oxt.
Western and State 4 90@6 76; good to ofioice Wester*’ extra at 5 80®9 00; common to Choice WTiita
Whe»t Western extra 7 25® 8 25;faucy do at 8 30
£9 00, common to good extra Ohio at 6 3Ce£8 25;
common to choice extra St. lxmis at 5 26^.9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at G 80 w7 26; choice to
double extra at 8 60v®9 00, including 3100 bbls
ijity Mill extra at 6 90^7 10 for W I; 1200 bbls
No 2 at 3 00@4 30; 760 bbls Superfine at 3 90®
a,6 15; 900 bbls low extra at 4 90®6 60: 31(X) bbls
Winter Wheat extra 5 30@9 00; 4800 bbls Minnelota oxtraat at 4 90j$9 00; Southern flour is dull
and heavy; common to fair extra at 5 90@6 90;good
Wheal—receipts 162,to choice do 7 00.0/8 60.
300 bush; exports 80,300 bush; Va@ls/ic lower,
dosing heavy with limited export demand and fairly active trade on speculative account; sales 2,194,000 bush.including 234,000 bush on the spot: ungraded Red at 1 21@1 42; steamer No 3 do 1 30;
No 2 Red at]l 40®1 42; No 1 Red at 1 43@1 43%:
ungraded White at 1 30@1 40ya; No 1 do, 93,000
1 40.
Rye weak at 1 01@1 04.
bush atl 38 y2

METEOROLOGICAL
FOB

INDICATIONS

THB

BBXT
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Wab Dbf’t, Office (Jmikf Signal 1
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 8, U.M.
)
For New England,
Generally cloudy weather and rain, warmer,
east to south winds and falling barometer.

[special bulletin.]
A storm of considerable energy is moving
slowly eastward from the northwest, the centre of the disturbance being at Duluth. Cloudy
weather and rain continue in the lake region,
Middle States and New England, and partly
cloudy wether with light rains have prevailed
The
in the Southern States and northwest.
temperature has risen slightly except at the
Rocky Mountain stations where it has fallen
from 5 to 10 degrees. Easterly to southerly
winds continue iu all districts east of the Mississippi. Winds have shifted to northerly in
the Missouri valley and thence southward to
Texas.
Indications are that rain will prevail in New
England and Middle {States during Tuesday,
followed on Wednesday by fair weather.

FINANCIAL A

FOREIGN.
Large Increase in British Trade.
RUSSIAN

DIPLOMATISTS DUPED

BY

BISMARCK.

Lard in fair demand but lower at at 10 70@lO76
cash and November; 10 76@10 80 for December;
10 70 all the year; 10 92%@10 95 for January;
11 05@11 07% for February. Bulk Meats steady
withJair demand; shoulders at 6 25; short ribs at
8 65; short clear 9 00.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
unsettled but generally lower at 1 2e% November:
1 27% for December: 1 28% for January. Corn is
unsettled but generally lower at 68%c December;
68%@68% for Jan: 63%@64c May. Oats dull
and lower at 42%c for December; 4i%@42c for
January. Pork and Lard firmer but not higher.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 21,0<j0 busu wheat,
244.000 bush corn, 65,000 bach oats. 3,200 bash
rye, 36,000 bush barley.
ShlpiuentE-10,000 bbls flour, 26,000 bash wheal,
300,600 bush corn, 40,000 bosh' oats, 4.000 bush
rye, 24,000 bush barley.

K>uil> IVholeoale Market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 7.
Lard continues dull and prices are off from *4 to
*4c. Sugar declined Vfec lo-day at 10%c for granulated and 9%c for Extra 0. Other quotations are
unchanged. At Liverpool the Cheese market is
Is lower at 68s.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
Grain.

Ravages of Cholera In British India.
T

/4WTVDV
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Trade returns for October show an Increase in
value of exports of £2,539,021, and in value of
imports §3.871,253, as compared with the same
month last year.
Unveiling a Statue of Byron.
London, Nov. 7.—The statue of Lord Byron
has been unveiled at Missolonghi,Greece, where
he died. The ceremony was attended by great
popular enthusiasm.
Ravages of Cholera In British India.
A despatch from Dargeling, India, says the
deaths from epidemic choleraic fever amount
to 9000, or ten times the normal rate of mortality for the past few years.
Bismark Alleged to Have Again Duped
the Russian Diplomatists.
Paris, Nov. 7. —A St. Petersburg correspond"
ent telegraphs as follows: It is now evident
that Russia has been the dupe of Germany in
the matter of the proposed interview between
the Czar and the Emporor of Austria. The
German party hero has done ali in its power to
prevent the iuterview, and several Hungarian
papers, supposed to have been inspired by Bismark, have engaged in a bitter war of words
the Russian press. While
on the subject |of
this quarrel was going on the meeting of the
the
and
of
Emperor of Austria was
Italy
King
quietly arranged. The Russian government
has not concealed its dissatisfaction, and an
acrid cominudication has been made to the
Austrian Ambassador. He sent a courier from
Berlin to Bismarck to inform him that the interview between the Czar and the Emperor of
Austria is desired here more than ever. The
matter was discussed in a secret council on
Tuesday, but serious, if not insuperable, difficulties seem to be in the way of an arrangement. The Emperor of Austria has no pretext for going to the frontier, and the Czar cannot leave his dominions until after the coronation; which takes place on the 15th of May
next.

The War in Tunis.
Tunis, Nov. 7.—Negotiations are actively
proceeding for the absolute cession of territory
north of the river Medjerda to France. The
insurgents number about 50,000 fighting men
and a march is necessary in an almost unknown country before the French can come up
with them.
The Debate on the Tunisian Question.
London, Nov. 7.—The Times Paris correspondent says that Saturday’s debate in the
Chamber of Deputies on the Tunisian question
is r ue of the greatest parliamentary disappointments which has been known for ten years.
Bismark Brings a Suit for Slander.
The Times Berlin correspondent reports that
Bismark has brought an action for slander
against Von Bunsen, secessionist, arising from
a speech of Von Bunsen to his constituents.
British and American Trade.
The Times, replying to the arguments of the
free traders drawn from the progress of the
trade of America, prints a long comparative
statement tending to show that the trade of
Great Britain has increased even more wonderfully thaB the increase of America. American exports are princioally in articles such as
grain, for which America has natural advantages and to which she gives no protection.
The Union Generals.
Paris, Nov. 7.—At a meeting of the shareholders of the Union Generate, Saturday last,
M. Bouton emphatically denied the report that
the Union was a Catholic organization which
used the funds of convents and religious congregations for the purpose of bourse speculation. Referring to the enormous rise in the
shares of the company he stated it l^ad not participated in the bourse manoeuvres that ted to
that, result.
The iatention of the Union, he
said, was to promote trade in Servia, to second
efforts making to retrieve the credit of Austria
and to develop the hitherto unworked reResolutions were passed to
sources of Brazil.
raise the capital of the Union from lC0,C30,000f
to 150,000,000f.
Venice Gondoliers Starving.
London, Nov. 7.—A correspondent writes to
the Daily News deprecating the impending
He says be is assured
changes at Venice.
that tlie syndic and prefect having control of
municipal affairs have determined to fill np
the smaller canals and convert them into
The gondolas are threatened with abstreets.
solute extinction owing to a recent concession
to a 6teamer company on the grand canal.
Through competition the gondoliers nave been
It is
to reduced to a state of great poverty.
openly stated that their masters received 30,000 francs on the price of their acquiescence
in the changes.
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Saturday night the opera house at Jeplin,
Mo., was burned and the minstrel troupe lost
nineteen trunks and their musical instruments.
D. A. Looz & Co., and Gibbons & Co., occupied the lower part of the building.
Granville

Bradlafcithe

new

Rev. George
dean, in his inaugural sermon at ^fcstminster
Abbey, London, Sunday, laid great stress on
the common inheritance in the abbey which
citizens of the great republic across the seas
might claim, could they forget divided counAmerica had
sels and unhappy memories.
twice this year, he said, been drawn to the
mother country by common griefs.
The anniversary of the battle of Montana

celebrated at Milan and Montana. Two
speakers at Milan and one at Montana were
silenced by the police.
Samuel Faulkner, a cotton agent at Crumsall, England, has failed. Liabilities £60,000T. P. O'Connor was at Newark, N. J., last

night.
The transit of Mercury was successfully observed at the Lick Observatory in San Francis

Superfine.6 75-36
Extra Spring..6 6036
XX. Spring....7 2567
Patent Spring
Wheats.8 60@9

passing forged

notes.

Rev. John McHale, D. D., Archbishop ol
Tuatnjis dead.
A special session of the Louisiana legislature
has been called for Dec. 5th.
poreiKu
WESTPORT, NS. Schr Hibernia-760 qtll fish
Imports.

GOO

galls oil

to Dana & Co.

Dally Domestic Keceipis.
By water eonveyanee—1000 bush Oommeal to G
W. True & Oo.

H.

M. Corn,

80
55

lots

oar

Oats,

24 00
27 00
Cotton Seed,car lot 34 00
Michigan Winter best.7 75®8 00
bag lots 35 00
83
Common
Corn,bag lots..
80
Michigan....7 00@7 25 Meal,
57
St. Louis WinOats,
26 00
7 6037 75 Bran,
ter fair
30 00
Winter good..7 76 a8 00 Mids,
130
Winter best.. 8 25@8 60 Rye,
Prnviiiioni.
Produce.
Mess Beef.. 11 00011 60
14316
Turkeys..
Ex Mess.. 12 25012 60
Spring Chickens 14@ 16
Plate.14 00014 25
Fowl.
12314
I
Ex
Plato..14 50014 75
26@27
Eggs.
Onions,bbl. 3 00@3 25 Fresh Beef,

Sacked Bran..
Mids..
25

..

...

..

...

Anroitean Harketa.
Bv Telegraph.)
London,Nov. 7—Consols at 100 1-16.
Liverpool, Nov. 7—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
firm; Uplands at 6%d; Orleans G^d; sales 12,000
bales;f speculation and export 2,000:futures steady.

Beau*.

Pea.3 60@3 75
Mediums.3 60(03 75
Yellow Eves .2 62@2 75

Oranges.
Palermoe pbx-6 b0@6 00
Messina, pbox.O 00@0 00
Valencia incase..
Ex large case $00 00(g00

Butter.

Creamery.
.28030
Gilt EdgeVermont28@30
Choice
22025
Messina.0 0030 00 Good.18(020
F*aJermos.4 50@5 00 Store....16016

n A KBIAtiKS.

..

Lemons.

Malaga.4 0036
Nuts.
Peanuts—
Wilmington. 1
Virginia.... 1
Tennessee. ..1

Oastana.^lb.

00

In this city, Nov. 3, by Rev. W. B. Hayden, Alva
0. Finch, of Springfield, 111., and Miss Clara Hay

of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 6. by Rev. A. Dalton, Samuel J.
Cavanor and Miss Mae Selina Youngrey, both of
Portland.
In this city, Nov. 6, by Rev. J. MeWhinnie, Henry H. Tukey of Derring and Miss Harriet S. Ayers

Ofaeeae.

Maine.12^@14^

Vermont_12Va@14Mi

60@2 00 ii Y Factory. 12Mj@14Va
7632 00 Skims. 7M»@ 8^
Applet*.
4531 76
9310c Per bbl...2

50@2

of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 7, by Rev. J. MeWhinnie, Herbert C. Dunn and Eva C. Graham, both of Augusta.
In Bowdoinham, Nov. 6, by Rev. W. S. Mcintire,
Benjamin F. Thorn and Miss Martha P. Vining,

75

12Mi314c Cooking.1 25(01 60
12
@14c Evaporated.14015
l2Vi@13c Dried Western... 6y*07

Walnuts
Filberts
Pecan

do Eastern.6

4

ears

10

both of Lisbon.
hi Bath, William McDuffie of Portland and Miss
Abbic J. Norton of Bath.
In Portsmouth, Nov. 6, Frank X. Dewyea of Bremen and Elizabeth J. Martin of Portland.

00@6 00.

25@3 60.
Irish Potatoes 2 50@2 76 p bbl.
Sweet potatoes 4 76@o 00.
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7c
lb.
10 lb
Catawba
Italic

Concord Grapes

3

______

Grata .Marks!.

PORTLAND, NOV. 7.

In this city, Nov. 7, Hattie Ellis, wife of Charles
D. Livermore, aged 33 years 7 months 3 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Scarboro, Nov. 6, Fannie Libby, aged 32 years

following quotations of Grain wore received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
The

167 Commercial street:

Chicago-Wheat-.
Nov.

Time.
9.37..

Deo.

126%

9.61.*
10.31. .126%
11.31. 126%

127%
126%
12.30..126% 127%
1.02.. 126% 127%
Call....126% 127%
December Oats, 9.37
42%c; 1.02 p m42%;

10 months.

--Corn-.
Nov.
Dec.
May.

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
the Baptist Church, Scarboro.
In Cumberland Centre, Nov. 6. Mrs. Priscilla B.
Rideout, agod 72 years 8 months.
[Fureral service this afternoon at 2 o’clock.]
m Pownal, Oct. 6, Nellie Atwood, only child of
George H. and Mattie A. Wilson, aged 6 years 6
months.
In Brunswick, Oct. 30, Mary F. Decovin, aged
74 years.
In Brunwick, Nov. 2, Mrs. Martha Ann Bush, wife
of P. W. Chandler, Esq., of Boston, aged 60 years

Oats—.

Nov.

68% 63%
68% 63%
67% 68% 64
67% 68% 63%
67% 681/4 63%
67% 68% 63*4
67% 58% 64
a m at 41%c;12.30 p
call 42%c.

42
42

41%
42%
42%
at

m

8 months.
In Alfred, Oct. 26, John W. Stevens of Saco, aged
28 years.
In Gardiner, Oct 22, Lydia Osgood, aged 88 years.
In Buckfleld, Oct. 29, Isaac C. Merrill, aged 42
years 11 months.
in Chelsea, Oct. 22, Levi Burrell, aged 68 years.

UN BLEACHED COTTONS.

Fine 7-4.14@17

8

6Mi<f

36 in.
7% Flue 8-1.16®20
36 in. 6
Fine 9-4.20®26
@ 6
40 in. 7Vfe@ 9
Fine 10-4 ...27Mi®32tt

Med.

Light
Fine

BLKACHKD
nesi

lo

on m..

§11

Vied. 3G in. ^8
jiglit 36 in.. 8
Fine 42 in.. 10
Fine 5-4.... 11

§14
@17

MAfMNG DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

COTTONS.

FROM

nine 0-4.10

@ 7 Vs

[rgzu
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.26
@30
Fine 10-4 ,.27V«@32V4

xji

...

<_> IV

Elba.New York..Bremen.Nov
Lake Manitoba.Montreal... Liverpool.... Nov
St Laurent.New York..Havre.Nov
Knickerbocker.New York..Hav& VCruzNov
City of Montreal.. New York. .Liverpool.. ..Nov
Lake Nepigon.Montreal ...Liverpool_Nov

a

@17y8 Corset Jeans_ 7.a) 8
Satteens. 8® 9Mi
@14
@10 Cambrics. 5® 6 Mi

Medium... 11
Light. 8

Denims.12y»@16% Silesias.10® 20

Brooklyn.Quebec.Liverpool ...Nov
Parisian.Quebec ....Liverpool....Nov
Samarin.
.Boston.Liverpool.Nov
Britanh.New York.. Liver pool. ...Nov
Egypt.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Utopia.^.New York..London.Nov
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Nov

Ducks-Brown 9 @12
Cotton Flannels. 7®16
Fancy 12V4@16Vfr Twine & Warps 18®28%
wnvvuig...•••••*•
•'

....

Good.

8%(§1

%

Stock market*

following quotations ol stocks wore received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
The

Caldera.New York..Marseilles ...Nov
France.New York..Havre.Nov

Texas.Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov

Opening. Closing.

Boston Land.
8%
Water Power.. 7%
Flint & Pere Marquette common
28
Hartford & Erie 7s... 67%
A. T. &S. F.141%
Boston & Maine.16iys
C. 8. & Clev. 27%
Eastern. 49
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 95
L. R. & Ft. Smith... G9

67%
141%
I6iya
27y2

CatalDa.
%
Denver & Itio Grande. 84%
Northern Pacific preferred........ ffe2%
•*
Common..... 40%

ys
84%
81 %
40ys

New

MTNTATITRF, ALMANAC.NOVEMBER

8%
7%

MARINE

48
95
69

PORT OF

reg.!
coup..*ii«s/*

Erie

Quincy.iuoV*

preferred.■

Lake Shore."
Michigan Central.
New JerBey Central.

/B

gy

122vt

preferred.

y40

..135/8

Bock Island
Milwaukee & St.

Paul.''.1 ohm
St. Paul preferred.
yooil
Union Pacitlc stock.
iSnJS
Wostern Uaion Tel.
Co.87%

market.
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS-dry
Lsh to Dana & Co.
Sch Laura, (Br) Foster, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Ralph K Grant, Grant, Rockland—lime to C
-V Belknap & Son.
Sch A H Lennox, Sterling, Boston Bay, with 330
1 ibis mackerel.
Cleared.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, Now York—Henry

1 '’ox.

Brig Castalia, Jackson, Kennebec, to load for Balimore—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Jennie, (Br) Starkey, Dorchester, NB—Gal1
agher & Co.
Sch Brunette, Babbidge, Belfast-J H Blake.
The outward bound fleet, consisting of over 100
oasters, sailed

FROM

(By Telegraph.)

Best A

to-day:
Belcher.

are

the

Virginia."
Uould<ACurry.
Hale A

Norcross.

t

2Vl

c&i

3S,

Mexican.9
°phir.ivi

6th and 7th.

now on

exhibition at

Boston.

ST MARYS, GA—Sid 2d, barque E’inor Vernon,
Humphreys, Montevideo.
SAVANNAH—Ar 6th, sch Cathio C Berry, Seavy,
Boston.
Ar at Tybee 5th, sch Jennie F Willey, Chadwick,
Boston.
Ar 6th. sch Irene E Meservey, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, brig Corrie E Pickering,
Marshall. Boston; sch Arthur Burton. Bath.
PORT ROYAL, SU-Ar 6th, sch M C Moseley,

Short
& Harmon’s

Loring,

er, New York.
Cld 3d, schs Nellie

Star, Colby, Portland; Ellen H
Drummond, Higgins, West Point, Va; Joe Carlton,
Thurston. New York.
NORFOLK—Cld 4th, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, and
Speedwell. Dyer, for New York.
Passed out 6th, barque
FORTRESS MONROE
Walker Armington. from Baltimore for St Thomas;
sch Ella M Watts, do for West Indies.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, brig Romance, Brown, fm

WOLF
ROBES.
We are now ready to show an Immense stock of
Wolf and Buffalo Kobes.
Onr robes are all plufh
and the prices are low.

lined,

Under Falmouth Hotel*

Dow, Charleston,
Sid 5th, sch Messenger, Falker, Boston.
WILMINGTON, NO-Ar 3d, sch Franconia. Falk-

LAP

Call early, when we can show the heft assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays.
novD Sn 4w

ROBES.

—

Navassa.

SATIS lie LVOiS CIRCULARS,

Cld 2d, sch Geo Moulton, Landerkin, Savannah.
Ar 6th. sch Ella M Storer, Wade. Kennebec.
Cid 6tb, brig Julia E Haskell, Paine Galveston;
schs Hattie Card, Moore, for Jacksonville; Helen J
Ifolway, Thompson, New York, (and sailed.)

Rockland for New York.
Sailed 5th, schs Laina Cobb, fm Philadelphia for
Portland; Belle Brown,Rondout for Salem; E Arcularius, do for Boston; Corvo, Tyler, New York for
Boston; Alice Hall, Hall, Rondout for Boston; Milford, Look, Richmond for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, brigs Morancy, Wooster, from
Gonaives; C S Packard, Harkness, Port Royal, SC;
schs Hattie Turner, McIntyre, Brunswick; Milford,
I I ook, and Ada F Wnitney, Bartlett, Richmond, Va;
! Mattie A Franklin, Peak, Georgetown; F N Tower,

MIKERIAN

HUIRREL LINED,

SILK DOLMANS,
Satin Lined, at

nd

Cure Your

Rangoon.

Ar at Buenos Ayres Oct 4, brig Daisy Boynton,
Brunswick via Montevedio.
At Montevideo Sept 8, barques Clara Baton, Lunt,
for Paysandu; Monbegan, Luce, unc; brig O B Stillman, Race, from Buenos Ayres for Philadelphia.
At Santos Sept 18. brig Ned White. Pendleton,
from London; sch Edw
McDonald, from
Brunswick, Ga.
At Port Antonio, Ja, Oct 29, sch Annie D Merritt,
Kelley, for Philadelphia, ldg.
Ar at St Marc Oct 17, sch Lueila A Snow, Gregory, St Donsingo.
At Sagua Oct 26th, barque Jose E More, Carlisle
for New York, ready.
Ar at Sydney, CB, 1st inst. brig Wapiti, Peters,
Port Hood, (and cld for Portland.)

Appleby,

Johnson,

SPOKEN.
Aug 16, lat 19 S, Ion 35 38 W. ship Wm J Botch,
Bray, from New York for Yokohama.
Sept 27, lat 10 N. Ion 26 W, ship Bombay, Peterson, from Liverpool for Callao.
Nov 2. lat 28 40, Ion 79 48, brig Emma, of Port-

land, from

Havana bound North.

This year we have put iu twenty-five styles of
Horse Blankets, and the prices aro way down.

Corns'

AND

SOHLOTTERBEOK’S

flora, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
IOTA CUBE IS GUARANTEED
Price 45 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Nchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23

_sndtf

BAGS
Our Young Geu*s’ and Broadway f ilk hats are selling very fast. $3.00 will buy a new style silk hat
We have all the late New York, Philadelphia and
stiff hats, also children’s hats in great variety,

COE,

A*vD

AT

If yon

about to paint send for
of colors of

are

—

TO

THE
HATTER

sample card

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

Johns’

197 Middle Street.

IT STANDS AT THE HEAD.

CO.,

4t Market Square, Portland,

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Sill
Board Coatings, etc.
_sndtf

oc4

THE LIGHT-RUNNING
“

Satin

Quilted

at

Lining,

«£*£* ^ttd*
Bon\!;ultmttty
Ce°e toueit-

moots to
oo tuoot-

sntf

GRAND DISPLAY
-OF-

FALL and WINTER

Dress Goods.

Fifteen years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that it is the acknowledged Standard of Excellence by all Its
The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, hard running and noisy
machines of the past, its introduction
was one of the most important changes
in the history of > owing machines. The
first Large-Armed, Light-Running, and
almost Noiseless Machine, its extensive
imitation marks it as the

Acknowledged Standard of Excellence.
And its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is practical and beaHtiful in the art of sewing
Machine building, and in ease of operation and range of work stands without
an equal.
Examine it.

“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACHINE CO,
BROADWAY, NEW

a

a very line
assortment of Fall and Winter DRESS (HVODM
with many novelties for trimmings, such as all wool
plaids, Silk anti Wool Stripes, velvets, Plushes.
Silks and Satins.
Having selected and purchased our stock of Dress
Goods early in the season, it enables us to exhibit a
greater variety than could we do if it had been daferred until the present time.
We extend a cordial invitation to all our customers and frieml9 to come and see our new goods
which we shall take great pleasure in showing.

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED,
Congress

and Elm Sts.

k 12 Elm St.,

Stf*3S»*sa
boNDs'

*

Ar at St Kitts 12tli, sch Lottie, from Portland,
and sailed 20th for San Bias.)
Ar at Rotterdam 5th inst, ship Emily Reed, ShclAr at Shanghae
r, New York.

Portland, Me.

Also, wholesale and retail dealer in
needles for all machines, Oils and Attachments.

Stitcliing:
of all kinds neatly and promptly executed. Orders by mail will receive prompt
attention. Send for our new illustrated
Catalogue of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the

“DOMESTIC” ROOMS
NO.

aodtf

12

STREET.

ELM

o«19

Two Hundred
AND

POUNDS,

OVER,

offer a special JOB
LOT of medium weight,
clouded shirts and drawers,
id

IS mwl

WYER GREECE & CO
Are Daily receiving Fall and Winter Styles in Fine Boots and Shoes.
We will mention some of om

we

in

_dim

BOOTS

Bond9

"^ork

YORK.

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED FrankP. Moss, Agt.,

Will display this morning. Sept. 17th,

Correapoode
stocks

DOMESTIC

competitors.

Eastman Bros, k Bancroft’s.

Nov5

Cor.
la89 State, CiW*

”

SEAL FLUSH GARMENTS,

WEIGHING

Buyand

eodtf

nov5

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

BepJ 7

?o«* fB'Srold

Leather trunks

Silk Hats

COIjMAXS

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT’S

Sole

We have Zinc, Canvas and
also make them to order.

we

Seal Sacques

Cor.

FINANCIAL.

plu^h.

HORSE
Blankets

BY USING

FOREIGN PORTS.

ing Aniier.)
At Iloilo Sept 12, ship Wilna, Lombard, Sandy
Hook for orders, (takes 1900 tons sugar).
Ar at Mauritius Sept 9, ship Normandy, Tukey,
Calcutta for Rotterdam, (and sailed 12th.)
In port Sept 26th, barque Evie J Ray, Ray, from
Iloilo for New York, disg for repairs.
At Accra, WCA, Sept 29, barque Sarah E Kingsbury, Ames, unc.
Sid fm Marbeilaprev to Nov 6th, barque Adolph
Engler, Merriman, New York.
Ar at Hull Oct 24, ship Tam O’Shan ter, Prescott,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool Oct 26, ship J B Brown, Keazer,

in

GLOVES

Pettengill, York, Washington.

AtShanghae Sept 26, ship Nearclms, Swap, for
London; Alert, Park, from New York, ar 20th.
Ar at
Singapore 4th inst, barque Penobscot, Eaton, New York. (The captain’s wife died after leav-

elegant designs

Bros. & Bancroft’s.

Eastman,

Fur

We have in stock about thirty different patterns,
pome

TRUNKS

AT

:"Uk

at.

„..

Specialties:

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Ojpera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois Lined Goat
Ladies’
Boots, warm and nice.
High Cut, Scallop Top, Cupacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Store open every

186

rort\and, »*•

€.H.CalledBo
86V13__
^
^ 1C

OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS.
bate fow sets of old fashioned Andirons
in perfect condition, which
WE
will sell at
reasonable
a

2d inst, ship Susan Gilmore, Carv-

MEMORANDA.
Ship New Era, of Boston, Capt Sawyor, from
\ long Kong for San Francisco, has been totally

Evening

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS

ST.,

OPP. PREBLE HOIJME.
0Ct6

tXKlfcf

1

we

prices. Also Grandfather’s Clocks, all
In running order, can be seen at
L. K. LUNT & Co’s,
210 Fore

oct24

St., Portland,

Me.
dim

Removal,
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and Nautical Store, removed to

No. 51

Exchange
street,
their old

directly opposite

stand

sep5dm3

S. R. NILES,

Advertising

To Pensioners.
from the

*

ing Surgeons, will in future, meet only
Wednesday ot each mouth.

’

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CA8Y.
stock ®t tlr.t-ohja

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurton,

on

nov7d3t*

SEWARD,

Teacher of

Decker Bros
Alio a choloa

with instructions received
IN accordance
elision Office, the Portland Board of Examinthe first

W. F.

GALL and SEE

Agent,

O TBEllONT ST.,
BOSTON
Compacts for Advertisements in’.Newspapers in a
ities nd towns of the United States, Canada and
British Provinces.

3 Free St Block,

jRTLANV.

sepZU

dtf

Elo cution,

T. M. C. A. Rooms, Congress and Elm Sts.
d2w*

nov4

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

[on, Calcutta.

nst,

Bodie.e£?

Con.

A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s. Marens Ward’s, Do la Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,

1

CaUlarnia n iiiiug Stack*.
Sab Francisco. Nov. 7.—'ibe following
closing quotations of Mining stocks

ROBES,

k

046*
gen.

Northwestern...!l27°
Northwestern

PORTLAND.

sine to J W Deering.
Sch Laina Cobb, Cobb, Phlladelphia-coal to Portand & Ogdensburg RR.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York—coal to E H
3 argent.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New York—coal to
Portland & Rochester RR.
Sch Gamma, Brown, New York-coal to Randall
Ic McAllister.
Sch A H Waite, Dodge, Boston.
Sch Reaper, Smith, Boston—iron to A E Stevens
b Co.
Sch J< s Souther, Watt9, Boston for Rockport.
Sch Vascello, (Br) McCumbcr, Boston foi St John.
Sch Beuj Reed, Reed, Portsmouth, (ar 5th) to load
or New York,
Sch Sabine, (Br) LeBlanc, Acadia, NS-wood for

to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen teecurities:
ex
States
United
6s,
.101 Vs
United States 6’s ext
...101%
United States new, 4Va’s, .. 312%
United States new, 4%’s coup..113%
United States new, 4’s,
...116%
United States new, 4’s,
Pacitlc 6’s of 95..

C. B.

NEWa

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Brig Ernest, Morang, New York—coal to Maine
Sent RR. Vessel to Cbas Merrill.
Sch M A Folsom, Parker, Cedar Keys,'Fla—hard

are

following are the dosing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.131 %
Chicago & Alton preferred.
140

WOLF

H

Arrived.

(By Telegraph.)

The

8
8
8
8
9
9
2
9
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
19
19

MONDAY, Nov. 7.

York Htock and money market*

following

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 6tb, ship Triumphant*
Gibbons, Liverpool.
Sid oth, ship Bohemia, Trask, Liverpool.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 1st, sch John N Colby,Wilcox, New London.
Ar 2d, sch Annie L McKeen, Paterson, Bangor.
DARIEN—Cld 2d, sch Seth W Smith, Allen, for

Bun rises...6.47 I High water, \P M).. 0.42
Bun sets.. .4.40 | Moon rises... 6.38

28

PNew York, Nov. 7—Evening. -Money loaned between 6 and 2ya on call and closed at 4; prime merantile paper at 6@7. Exchange is strong at 481 for
long and 485 for short. Governments steady for 6s
and 6s, and % higher for 4%s and 4s. State bonds
inflight request. Railroad bonds irregular on moderate volume of business.
lhe transactions at the Stock Exchango
aggregatThe

FOR

Santiago.New York..St Jago.Nov
Arabic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
Flamborougb.New York..Trinidad —[Nov
Wisconsin....,.New York..Liverpool.... Nov
Algeria.New York..Liverpool... .Nov

TICKINGS, ETC.

Best.15

—

3 months.
In Windsor, Oct. 28, Mary Palmer, aged 80 years.
In Dresden, Oct. 29, Sarah Tarr, aged 79 years

Dry Goods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 64 & 66 Middle street:

Heavy 36 in. 7%@

-OF

of the cargo was to be discharged
placed in tne dock for survey.
Sch Hattie Turner, McIntyre, which arrived at
Boston 6th from Brunswick, started a leak of 300
strokes per hour on the passage.

more; sch Elva E

..

Valencia14
lo^@,01/2C
Turkish Prunes.7@7Vfcc

GRAND OPENING

—

crate
HindQur...
6@10e
00300
ForeQur.... 6Vfc@7
Grnberries, ^ bbl
6 60(27 60 Pork—
Maine
CapeCod,8 60(3900 BackB.. ..23 00023 25
Clear-22 00022 25
Roan-1 Hogs.... 8&9
Mess.20 25(020 60
Sugar.
Granulated.10^i Ham*.12012M*
Lara
Extra C.. 9%
Fruit
Tub, & lb....l2%@123/4
Musc’tl RaisinaS 10@3 40 Tierces, lb *>.12ya@12y8
London layers3 20(23 3C Pail....
13V4@13%

co.

S. Magee, New York agent of the Blackwater paper mills, was arrested yesterday lor

25
75
75

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL NOTICES.

and the vessel

| Adams, Baltimore; Telumah, McKown, Philadelphia; Ella Brown, Brown, and Viola May, Owen,
Elizabethport; Caroline Knight. Lewis, So Amboy;
W S Jordan, Crowell, do; Addie Sawyer, Cook, and
E A Stevens, Kendall, Weehawken; Hamburg, Libby, and Dora M French, Childs, do; Starlight, Webster, Port Johnson; Nettie Walker, Ingalls, do; J M
Carter, Sargent, and Sadie Willcutt, Watts, Hobo; ken; H T Townsend, Smith, Newburg;
Virginia,
ST. Looi8, Nov. 7.—Flour nominally unchanged.
Abbott, Sullivan; Rising Sun, Jones, Newburg; ReWheat opened lower, advanced and became very
1
Fall
at
2
Red
closed
tirmer;No
31%
unsettled,but
et, Ginn, Rondout; Alice A Hall, Hall. Rondout;
for cash; 1 36% for Decemberjl 39% for January;
R L Kenney, Smith, New York; Australia, Reed,
1 421for February; 1 32 all year; No 3 do at 1 23;
Boothbay; Uncle Sam, Spear, Rockland; Franklin,
No 4 do 1 11% bid. Corn very unsettled at 59%c
Marshall, Thomaston.
cash; 62%c for December; 63c for January; 63%c
Sid 6th, barque Mignon. and others.
for February; 67c May; sales at 61% c December;
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Eva May, McDuffie, Balti62%c for January; 63%c for February; 66% May. 1 more; Alexandria, Falkingham, So Amboy; Hiram
Oats slow at 42%c cash; 42c for November; 43%o
Tucker.
K^owlton, Port Johnson ; Belle Brown,
for December; 45%c for Jan; 47% May. Pork dull
•
Hunt, Rondout; S J Gillmore, Sylvesters, Machias
at 17 00; no cash sales. Lard nominal.
for New Haven.
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 45,uoO bush wheal,
Sailed, schs Wm Doming, fm Calais for Bristol;
71.000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
Louisa Wilson, Sullivan for Vineyard-Haven; Wm
rye, 00,000tbush barley.
Beazley,
Bangor for New York; Lackawanna, from
Shipments-13,000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat,
Frankfort for New York; Richmond for do; JW
08,001) bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, 0,000 hash
Bath for do; John Balcb, from Calais for
Woodruff,
Barley, 1,000 bush rye.
Dighton; Laura H Jones, Bangor for Vineyard-HaDetroit, Nov. 7.—Wheat quiet and easy; No 1
ven; H S Boynton, Ilockport for New York; Sea
White cash and November at 1 30; December at
Foam, Bangor for Hyannis; Melville, de for New131%; January 1 32%; February 1 36; March at ark; Moses Eddy, Rockland for New York, July
1 37% ; all year 1 30; No 2 Red 1 34%.
Fourth, Bangor for do; Annie Gus, Whiting for do;
L B Nichols, Eastport for do; Acara, Two Rivers,
Receipts 6,000 bush; shipments 22,000.
NS, for do.
New York, Nov. 7.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
Ar 6th, sch Dariue Eddy,
NEWBURYPROT
uplands ll%c.
Trim, So Amboy.
New Orleans, Nov. 7.—Cotton is quiet;Middling
Sid 6th, sch H B Diverty, Nickerson, Portland, to
uplands ll%c.
load for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 6th. schs Sarah & Ellen,
Mobile, Nov. 7.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at ll%o.
York, Kennebec; Mindora, Brown, New York; War
Frisbee, Bangor; Freddie Eaton, Motz. for
Eagle,
Nov.
7.—Cotton
upMiddling
firm;
Savannah,
Machias; John Bracewellj Stevens, for Kennebec;
lands 10%c.
Ximena,
Thompson, Machias.
Memphis, Nov. 7.—Cotton is firm: Midlling upBHTH—Sid 29th, brig Merriwa, Downs. Baltilands at 11c.

NONCOMMERCIAL

Flour.

wrecked on the Island of Lukhn. Crew saved and
landed at Manila. Vessel insured for $36,000.
Ship Ventus, from Singapore for Liverpool, before
reported stranded in the Straits of Sunda, has settled in the sand and was nearly under water Sept
16th. She will be a total wreck.
Barque Kvio J Ray, from Iloilo for New York,
which put into Mauritius leaky, had discharged
about one third of her cargo Sept 22d and the caulking in topsides found very slack. The remaind&r

doing: receipts 174,620 bush; exports 89,190
Ar uiu, sou rvuuie jj rosier, nan, rveuneoec.
bush: Bales 1,506.000 bush, including 193,000 on
Ar 7tli, sch Kate M Hilton, fron Windsor, NS.
the spot; ungraded at 02@08%c: No 3 at 67c;No 2
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tb, sch A C Paige, Haley,
i»t 67%@68%c; No 2 White 73%c; low Mixed at
Westport.
Ar 5th, ship E W Stetson, Hammond, Bremen;
71c; No 2 for November 67%@68%c, closing at
67%c; do December at 08%@70c, closing 68%c.
barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Kennebec; schs Adaio
Jordhn. Leavitt, and M W Atweod, Newcomb, from
January at 70% a 72c, closing at 70 %c. Oat* ya
^840 lower, closing heavy; receipts 27,114 bush;
Old 6th, schs C J Willard, Wallace, Portland; S P
salee 209,000 bush; No 3 at 46%@47c: do White
Hitchcock, Reed, do.
49@49%c; No 2 do 47%@48%c; White at 61c;
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, barque John Bunyan. LanNo 1 at 48 %c: White do 63c; Mixed Western 45(3}
48c; White do at 60@64c; White State at 62%@
caster, Cartbagena; Ralph M Hayward, I>oane, Bal64c. including 95,000 bush No 2 for November at
timore; sch J S Ingraham, Packard. Virginia.
Ar 6th, brig Angelia, Mitchell, Doboy; schs Col
47%@47% c: 45,000 do December at 48% @49%;
6.000 do January at 49%c. Nujcar firm; refined
Wells, Fales, Deer Isle; Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson,
steady; Cubes 10%c; powdered 10yg: White Ex C
Belfast; Georgietta, Weeks, Boston.
Petroat 8%@8%c. iflolaMMee is unchanged.
Cld 6th. barques Norwegian, Lincoln, Liverpool;
S ullon steady;
leum nominal; united at 83%c.
Lorena, Blanchaad, Buenos Ayres; Commerce. Gawsales 40,000 lbs. Pork weak and nominal. Lartl
ley, Montevideo; sch Robt Foster, Leighton, Boston.
Sid 6th, barque Albert Russell.
opened 16@17% lower and closed firm with decline
Passed the Gate 5th, schs Huntress, from N York
partly recovered; trade less active; sales 25<» prime
steam on the spot 11 17%; 100 city steam 11 00;
for Eastport; George, do for Rockland; M E Morse,
refined for Continent quoteu at |11 45. Butter
Hoboken for Boston: Geo E Prescott, Philadelphia
for Rockland; Maud Briggs, do for Fall River.
dull; Western 13@36. Lheese heavy.
Passed the Gate 6th, schs Stephen Woodbury, fm
Freights to Liverpool firm; W beat steam 3%
Hoboken for Belfaft; Charley Hanley, do for VinalChicago, Nov. 7.—Flour market quiet and weak;
haven;
at
4
76,
Western
Maggie Muivey, New York for Bath.
to
choice
60@6
common
Springs
STONINGTON—Sid 5th, schs Harmona, and Cencommon to fancy Minnesota at 5 26@7 70; iPatents
for
New York.
turion,
6
Wheat
at
Winter
to
choice
26:
fair
60@
7 50@9
PROVIDENCE— Ar 6th, schs Grace Andrews,
7 75; fancy and low grades 3 60@5 00. Wheat is
Watts,
Richmond;
Judge Low, Hamilton. NYork;
and
unsettled; prices generally
active, irregular
Fred Smith, Brown, Bangor.
lower but closed higher; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 26
Sid
Clara
1
26
all
5th,
brig
1
for
Pickens, Coombs, for Philacash and November;
December;
27%
delphia.
year; 1 29 January; No 3 Chicago Chicago 1 11%;
Off Wickford 5th, schs Kenset, and W J Boyd,
lower
and
active
but
weak
Corn
rejected 90@91%c.
at 67%@57%c for cash; 67%@67%c November; ; from Boothbay for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—In port 6th, sch Ira D Sturgis, Ad68%c for December; 58%c for January; 63%c for
«
ams, from Wise asset.
May; sales at 57%@68%c for December; 68%@
NEW BEDFORD—Sid Dtli, sch George D Perry,
at
for
May: rejected
59%c for January; 63@64%c
Flynn. New York.
65%c. Oats unsettled and lower at 42c for cash;
Sid 6th, sch Clio Cbilleott, Fullerton, Bangor.
42%cjNovember;42%c December; 42%c for JanVINEYARD-HAVEN -Ar 4th. schs M J Laughuary; 44Vjj c May. Rye steady and unchanged 93c.
ton.
lower
unsettled
and
Laughton, So Amboy for Plymouth; Teaser,
Barley steady at 1 06. Pork
Wallace, Weehawken for Gardner.
lower at 15 60 cash, November, December and all
EDGARTOWN—Ar
4th, sch Winnie Lawry,Spear
year; 16 82%@1G 85 January; 17 07% February.
less

Portlaud

was

The

Chicago, Nov. 6.—Hogs—Receipts 27,000 head;
shipments 5,600; weak and easier; mixed packing
at 6 60@6 10; light 5 60@5 95; choice heavy 6 20

EXHAUSTION.

a

were now

Carl Schurz on the Lecture Platform.
Boston, Nov. 7.—Hon. Carl Schurz delivered for the first time iu. New England his
lecture “Bummers Public and Private” at
It treats of the evils of
Somerville to-uight.
a

tions in Rent.

tucket.

A

Bt the President

Landlords Alarmed at the Reduc-

THE LADIES’ LAND LEAGUES TO BE

NATIONAL* THANKSGIVING.

United

Sierra Nevada.
14ya
Unipn Con. 12 V4
Kurek%. 10%
Northern B-iile.
12%
3%
Savage....
Yellow Jacket.
51/2

THE IRISH AGITATION.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 8.

John

C.

Proctor

REMOVED HIS OFFICE TO
»3 EXCHANGE STREET,

HAS
NO.
OC2S

INTO CENTENNIAL BLOCK.

d3w

BEAUTIFUL PARLOR LAMPS.
FINE

ART

503 CONGRESS

SUR^IJR^ORDRUNKESNES^
salboro’. Me.

»ug20i«dlim

CYRUS

ocH

F.

STORE,
STREET.

DAVIS.
eodtf
r-

-

OITY

t mjPEEsa

Regular Monthly Meeting of the City

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 8.

Council.

THE PBES8
il May be obtained at the Periodical Depot* of N. G
S'

asenden, Marquis,

Brunei A

Co., Andrews,

Brunswick,

B. G.

IN BOARD OF MAYOR

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Cadets.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Wonder—Merry.
Important announcement—F. A. Ross & Co.
Horatio Staples—5.

Ac.

importer’s tale.
F. O. Bailey & Co, will sell at 12 o'clock to-

time, a lot of laud containing about 20,283 feet.

(rivAB

tn

No instance is
Burdock Blood Bitters.
known where dissatisfaction has been manifested by their use, or where aught but benefit
followed their administration. Price 81.00,
novTdlw
trial size 10 cents.
Hosiery for Ladies, Gentlemen, Misses and
Children in great variety, at
H. I. Nelson & Co’s.
novT-lt
An Indefinable yet Exquisite Perfume
lingers in the laces and lingerie among which
has been laid one of J. & E. Atkinson’s deli-

Geo. P. Wescott to prepare a report of the
fic oyer the way.
The Mayor read the report as follows:

Sachets._

Ouu Trimming Department is now well
stocked with new and choice styles of Passementeries, Fringes, Ornaments, Button, Plush

H. I. Nelson & Co.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
October 1T* 1S§1.
a. m.

to 8.30 p. m.,

Sundays excepted.

Close at 8.15

a.

m.,

12.30,

3.00

Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12‘.20 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Great Southern Si Western—Arrive at 12.20 6.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,
Intermediate

or

Wav

3.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
Close at 11.30 a. m. and 4.46
m. and 1.06 p. m.
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
m. and 1.05 p. m.
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Deer
Isle.
Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Castine,
Desert, Jonesport, Mathias, Machiasport, East MaBar
and
ch ias, Miilbridge
Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
at 6.00 a. m
via
each
steamer—Arrive
East port,
Close at 6.00 p. m.
via
New
York, day previous to sailForeign mails,
ing ol steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. in. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the nonn—
Arrive at 1.05 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.40 p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island^-Close at
11 51(1 n m nm) 9.00 n. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.16 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.55 a. m. Close at 1.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
* R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.45

p.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices,
£ It. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers* deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
anti 10.00 a. in., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.46 a. m., and 3.00 p. m. Collections
m.
are made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a.
and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
via P.

United States Circuit Court.
JUDGE FOX.

Monday. Union Insurance Company vs. C. C.
Glover and E. K. Glover. Bill of interpleader to
determine to which of the defendants, and in what
certain
proportions the said company shall pay a
T.
sum due under a policy of insurance on the brig
M. Wiswell, lost on the coast of England in 1879.
Pending.
Wilson & Woodard for Ins. Co.
Washington Gilbert—A. A. Strout for C. E. GloA. P. Gould for E. K. Glover.
ver.
Adjourned to 10 a. m. Tuesday.

1£81,

BEFORE

JUDGE BON

Monday.—Archibald F. MacAchorn vs. Lewis
O’Briou. This is an action to recover damages laid
at ten thousand dollars for an alleged malicious
arrest and prosecution.
In
1880, MacAchorn bought the stock and

May,

business of

O'Brion,

stock

a tailor in
as security.

of the

Norway, giving

J, A. McGowan
paper.
Piano Duet.Misses Scanian and Reagan
Original Declamation.J* A. Gallagher
Piano Selo.Miss Mamie Reagan
Recitation.M. T. Mulhall

Chorus—Spring Song

last night was postponed to Mon
evening, November 14.

Blake Roberts, a pension notary|of Caribou
fraud;
has been on trial in Bangor for alleged
in connection with his pension business.
1
James Libby, a young man residing near tin
Western Promenade, accidently shot himsel
the hand with a revolver, a day or tw<

Bassos,
Dnot—Lost, Proscribed .vFlotow
Mes rs. Watts and Crisham.
Song- Twickenham Ferry.Marxian
Miss Mamie Burke.
.Watson
Song—Birdie Mine.
Miss Maggie Welch.
Balfe
Halls
Ma-ble
in
I
Dwelt
Song—I Dreampt
Miss Emma Flaherty.
Main.Leslie
the
O’er
Slumbering
Song—When
...

—

Mr. John Crisham.

*

not understand that a report
Ho asked for information and
was needed.
got it, and thought that ended the matter. The
committee on police had attended to the matter
and.did not expect to be obliged to make a re-

order of thirteer
Mr. John Gallagher will be floo:
dances.
director assisted by Messrs. T. F. Lynch, W
H. Lowery,
Deehan, W. P. Hasty, J. B

Egan accompanist.
Afterwards there will be

Mayor did

nnliftA. with

nn

P„E.

Portland Cadets.
The annual drill and ball of the Portland
Cadets will occur Tuesday evening, Dec. Oth
This organ ixation has the reputation of givinj ;
thi
the most enjoyable entertainment of
season, and this year will certainly maintau
that reputation, for they intend to give one o f
the most attractive exhibitions ever given In thi s
The programme embraces entirely net r
features as follows: A very short compau; r
1
drill, followed by the Cadets’ popular manua
drill b; r
to music, silent bayonet exercise, fancy
three members, drill by two exceedingly smal I

city.

soldiers, which is itself worth the price of ad
mission, and concluding with Upton’s silen t
manual by the champion squad of eight wh(
won the prize drill at the late G. A. It. Fail
Of the dance nothing.but that the Cadets wil 1

nnwp.r.

manage it need be

President- T. n. Gately.
Vico President—Peter O’Connor.
Recording Secretary—James O’Brion.

Corresponding Secretary—James Cunninf

ham.
Trea surer

Board of Trustees—Edward J. Loguo (chan
man), Daniel Gallagher, Daniel Desmonc
James Melaugh, Philip B. Hughes, Patric
Halpine, Thomas McGinnis.
In his annual report the President state 1
that there was over 80000 in the treasury. Th e
association holds property to the amount c [

Of Mary Boreland for damages to person,
caused by stepping on a broken plank on Fore
street.
Of Portland Stove Foundry Company foi
permission to erect a platform scale at tlieii
foundry on Lincoln stieet.
Of Joseph Littlejohn and Janies Trott fora

87,300.__._
Personal.
J. P. Rea, for many years chief clerk in tl: 6
Eastern Express office, Boston, has been a] 'pointed agent for the American Express Con ipany, Portland, in place of Mr. Towne tran i-

Referred with power,

IN COMMON COUNCIL.
con

currence.

church Sunday.
Mr. Atkins of Wocdfords, was thrown fron 1
hie wagon on the Western Promenade yestei
day and was slightly injured.
The Evans’property at Yarmouth was sol; ^
to Dr. C. H. Evans of Rockland, instead o f
Mr. Evans of Portland, as 6tated yesterday.
The elegant doll at Ward Two table, G. A
R. fair, was drawn by Mrs. D. L. Howard.
The transit of Mercury across the sun’s dis 3
occurred yesterday afternoon. It was not vis;
ble in this part of the country.
The opening of the new Roller Skating Bin £
Wednesda ^
at Congress Hall, to take place

evening, is the general topic of|conversation.
a
At Aunt Martha’s funeral yesterday af ternoo
Ret
there was a large crowd in attendance.

officiated._

Mr. Pennell, from the committee on streets
sidewalks and bridges, presented the report oi
Mr. Marr’s order in reference to the Margina
Way, together with a communication front
Geo. P. Wescott, receiver of the Portland &
Rochester road, and an order inj reference t<

ferred to the Boston office.
Bishop Healy has appointed Mr. James I [.
Tobin superintendent of Calvary Cemetery.
The wife of Mr. C. D. Livermore, manage r
of the Western Union Telegraph Company i a
this city, died last night after an illness >f
Mrs. Live C
three weeks of typhoid fever.
more’s maiden name was Leighton and si 16
She was a
of Augusta.
a
native
was
lady of estimable qualities and was belove d

The report and communicatioi
were accepted, and the order passed and wai
sent up. They will be found elsewhere.
the same.

President Thurston called for the reports o
the chairman of the standing committees. Thi
most of these reports were not ready and wen
laid over until the next monthly meeting
Some of the committees reported partially
Mr. Marr, from the committee on accounts
reported that accounts presented had beei

by all who knew her.
The Skating Rink at the Oaks.

audited and he presumed paid. Mr. Melche
from the committee on finance reported th' )
only business that had come before their com
mittee had been the approving the bond of tin s
Treasurer, and the matters referring to th »
■

*

Revival Service.
conduc LLast evening Rev. Homer A. King
ed the service at the

Gospel

Mission

an

d

n
preached a very interesting discourse fro;
Isaiah IV, 1st verse. This evening Mr. Kin g
using one < if
as a
will lecture on

typo
Elijah
the large paintings to illustrate.
Tiled.

All

are

ii i-

Veteran Reunion. Mr. Pennell, from the com
mittee on streets, sidewalks and bridges, re
ported about $35,000 paid out and about $15,

appropriation unexpended. Mt
Talbot reported no money had been expendei l

000 of

the

James Quinn.

Bookkeeper—Hugh McDonough.
Assistant Bookkeeper—Stephen H. Murphj

PETITIONS REFERRED.

Papers from the upper board passed in

said.__

Irish American Relief Association.
At the annual meeting of the Irish Amer
can Relief Association held last evening th 3
following officers were elected:

contingent fund.

drain at Peaks’ Island.

an

Bresnau, J. Dugan and T. J. Feeney.

That the commissioner of streets be authorized to contract with Mrs. Nancy L. Lanergan
for the moving of the house on North street
back to the street line, the expense not to exceed $300, the amount to be charged to the

through

since.
Ten persons were baptized at Chestnut stree

....Pinsuti
Burke.

.....

Sopranos, Misres Flaherty and
Altos, Misses Mackin and Welch.
Tenors, Messrs. Crisham, Lappin and Callan.
Messrs. Watts and Davis.

ORDERS PASSED.

place

Mr. Wilson

lowing will be the order of exercises:
Address by President.... .g. J. Welch
piano Solo.......Miss Nellie Lynch
Declamation.T. J. Feeney

Alderman Deering objected to this, but on a
yea and nay vote, the motion was passed by a
vote of 5 to 2; Aldermen Deering and Winslow voting in the negative.

The Ontario of the Dominion line sailed
from Liverpool for Portland on Friday last
She has 2100 tons of cargo aboard, and will lx
due here about the loth or 16th.
The case of Murray against the captain ant
mate of the ship Louis Walsh did not eome up
in the United States District Court yesterday
The teachers’ meeting .which was to havi 1

day

passed:

Trio—Ye Shepherds, Tell Me.Maxxinghi
Misses Flaherty and Mackin, and Mr.
James Watts.
Cowar
Chorvs—Bridal Chores.
will be director and Mis? Fannie
Watts
James
Mr.

miftaa

deft.

argu-

Grattan Literary Association.
The Grattans will celebrate their fourth anniversary at Gilbert's Hall to-night. The fol-

In the matter of the pay of the policemen,
Alderman Chapman thought the matter should
be settled and moved its reference to the com-

north, northeast and southeast.

taken

Mr. Wesley, Dr. Daniel Steele and Dr. Peps.
The discussion of this paper was made the
order of the day for next Monday morning’s
session, after which a paper will be presented

That the city marshal report lo the board of
Aldermen the name or names of any special
policemen who have been or who are now continued on the police force, whose term of office
expired October 1st, 1881, aud by whose authority such policemen, if any, are continued in
office.

Brief Jottings.
Sunshine and clouds yesterday. Mercury
34° at sunrise, 45° at noon, 45° at sunset; wind

0

tension of Christ’s kingdom.
Rev. E. S. Stack pole, M. A., presented a
very clear and able paper on “Pope on Sanctification,” in which he gave a comparison of
the views held on this important doctrine by

lows:

3

law court on exceptions.
D. A. Mealier—J. J. Perry for plff.
A. A. Strout—D. R. Hastings for

Bible doctrine, the presentation
of a whole gospel, the persistent observance of Christain obligations by
both ministry and membership,with the hearty
consecration of time and money toward the ex-

adherence to

into. He introduced an order for the city marshal to report all such cases, which was amended by Alderman Chapman to read “special
policemen. The order as amended is as fol-

stock,

a

The elements emphasized were sound conversion, a thorough acquaintance with and rigid

Alderman Deering also understood that there
were several policemen on the force who should
not be there, and that matter must be looked

a

—--

was opened by Rev. E. B. Fletcher, Rev. A.
McKeown, D. D., and Rov. George D. Lindsay following, and afterwards by the ministers
whose names were called in alphabetical order.

port.

In the fall trouble
and penddisposition
ing this trouble the store was entered in the night
cut
and
clothes
clothing
mutilated,
and
the
time
Upon the complaint of
and nearlv destroved.
was arrested, brought before a
MacAchorn
O’Brion,
trial justice, and after an examination of two days,
was discharged.
Thereupon the plaintiff brought
this suit.
tbat he was actuated by no
claims
defendant
The
malice; that he not only employed detectives to ferhe consulted Black &
but
the
ret out
guilty party,
Holt, the senior member of which firm is an old and.
law
of thirty years standat
counsellor
respectable
ing, who advised him to make the complaint; that
Mr.
Black
to
disclosed
he
every fact within his
his
knowledge and placed the matter wholly inalso
the
that
Attorney was
County
hands;
further,
present, and being put in possession of the facts, advised the prosecution.
Verdict for the defendant. The case goes to the

mor gage of the
arose about the

Taylor,

John Q. Twitchell,
Wm. E. Thornes,
Henry T.'efetheu,
Alfred Woodman,
Dr. Chas. E. Webster,
John H. Whitney,
Benj. Webster,
Geo. Warren Ha'l.
H. L. Maxcy,

QUESTION.
Alderman Deering called for the report of
the police committee, to whom was referred
the matter of the pay Jof sick policemen, but
the

NEV.

/

order was then

Probably nothing gave more satisfaction -°
■a
a large numbor of our citizens last year th:
the skating rink at Deering Oaks and it is
hoped that our City Government will see th: t
the rink is put in order for the winter. 1 u
order that it may be put into proper conditio Q
it is suggested that before the first hard frees e
the water be let out of the pond until on *
enough remains to cover the grass. Then tl ®
pond will freeze solid, and when it is floodi
for subsequent freezings there will be no loo ,e
ice to “bob up serenely” aud make the surfs ce
ice

bubbly and rough.

triumph,

the
nature, and justly entitles him to
commendation he has received in other cities.
Miss Evans
The support was very good,
At
“Clip” being especially worthy of praise. was
the close of the third act Mr. McAuley
“Uncle
To-night
called before the curtain.
Dan’l” will be repeated and the house will no
doubt be crowded.
Rose Eytingo will appear
at Portland Theatre under the management of
C. J. Whitney of Detroit, in Cazauran’s effective play of “Felicia, or Woman’s Love.” The
sale
plot was published by us yesterday. The
The folof seats will commence to-morrow.
lowing will be the cast:
Mme Dumont, a peasant fanner.Rose Eytinge
Captain John, an officer in the French Army....
Mr. Frank Roberts
M. Mornay, an archaeologist.Mr. Wm. F. Owen
M. Ferri, a country lawyer.Mr. L. J. Loring
M. Cassagnac, a man of the world..
Mr. Horace Vinton
Claude Claverel, a musical painter.
Mr. George W. Smith
Francois, a servant.Mr. James Ennis
Dolores Mornay, M. Mornay’s daughter..
Miss Georgie Knowlton
Eleanor Mornay, his sister. MisB Adelaide Thornton
Madame Doricourt, a fashionable gossip..........
Miss Kate French

F. A. ROSS &

selling rapidly

eodtf

THE

GILBERT’S

Jubilee .Singers
gave
The
Centennial
another delightful concert at Reception Hall
last night.
Nick Roberts will be at the theatre Monday
and Tuesday evening of next week, and Geo.
Knight Friday and Saturday, the latter probably in his new play, Baron Rudolph.
Mrs. F. A. Bent, “the charming golden eornetist” as the Washington press terms her,
her engagement,
has returned home from
much delighted with her trip and reception
Between her engagements she
at the capital.
was delightfully entertained by several of the
Washingtonians, at the Riggs House and the
National Hotel. Her solos each evening at
the concerts were enthusiastically encored,
and received great praise for her. tone, phrasing and manipulations. She visited the mansion house and tomb of Gen. Washington at
Mount Vernon. The Washington Post says:
Mrs. Bent of Maine played on the spinnet that

lUg

lunuiuwuuo uviwuww***'**®”

246 Middle

Horatio

with the entertainment.

a

ADMINISTRATOR’S SALE
13

manship

HATS.

HORATIO STAPLES

Wc

and perfection of fit.
Price 75 cts. each.

land, Cumberland county, will sell at public auction
the premises, at three (3) o’clock In the afternoon, on SATURDAY, November 12th, A. D. 1881
the following land and buildings thereoD except

on

the

eight (98) feet on the rear line,
dred and two (102) feet deep.

_

parcels

as

fol-

,,

and about

one

hun-

lying nearly Nerth of
all the upland and flats
which are bounded Southerly by Kennebec street,
Easterly by land and flats of the city of Portland,
Also the flats and upland
the above parcels, including

Westerly by land and fiats of heirs of Charles Q.
excepting the
Clapp, and Northerly bv the channel,
buildings thereon, which buildings do not belong te
■

The terms of sale will be ten (10) per cent, deposit at th» time of sale and the balance m delivery of
deed ten (10) days after sale. The administrator will
If
give administrator’s deed without covenants, but
the title of any parcel is not found good ana clear,
to
comthe purchaser thereof will not be required
plete the purchase, and the deposit will be refund-

con fit you to the best and
finest Stiff or Soft Hat made.

ROSWELL M. RICHARDSON,

Administrator.

Portland, Sept. 19, A. D. 1881.

OUR Si.OO MATH are Gems. Oor ?a.OC
Hats we will warrant the hest for the money.
GENTS’ GLOVES for fall and winter. A
largo stock to tit any man, and prices to suit him.

Men’s Undershirts

social

In

land on the Easterly side of
said street, bounded: Southerly by land of the late
Eli Webb, Easterly by land of city of Portland, and
Northerly by said land sold said Conant, being about
one hundred and thirty-four and thirty-six hundredths (134.36) feet on the street, about ninety-

_

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer#.

nov7_tiff
fTo.

bailey a CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
will buy

BROKEN LOTS.

steadiness and power under the use of the ordinary means of grace.

Baclielder.19
George A Clark.19
H. Ross..19
C. Davis.1°
F. Webster.1®
According to Wingate’s rules Bachelder won
A.

PORTLAND.

Doering Ladles’ Social Circle,
Mr. Editor:—Friday evening last was the
occasion of a most delightful event. The Ladies’
Social Circle met at the residence of Mr. W.
B. Drew on Maple street, where they
entertained by social converse, singing and
recitations, and one of the prettiest art galleries filled with pictures supplied by home

are

Scrap,
TENDERS
ditto, burnt.
Iron

of
The scrap

av

ornamented with several original landscapes, among which were noticed the birthplace of Rev. Z. Thompson, E. Auburn, and
Lake Auburn. It is

can

invited for about 40 tons Wrought
Cast Iron Scrap and 3 tons

be

seen on

to

prettily draped

the

price

on the Fifth da ,
a Warrant in Inso
issued
C.
Henry
Peabody, Judge <
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumbe
the
of
said
estate
land, against

to the taste.

;

computed;
That the payment of

any debts to or by said Deb t_
or, and the transfer and delivery of any property.! y
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
mid choose one or more assigne
prove their debts
of his estate, wbe held at a Court of Insolvent
lioldei^* at Probate Court room
to
be
day of Novembe r’
Portland, on the
A. D. 1881. at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
hand
the date first above writte ’•
Given under my
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Ins< !
of
Cumberland.
for
said
County
vency

BROS.|

STOKE,
PORTLAND, ME,
e°diw

nov8&15

is

i

on

wife.

bo

not to trust n y
my account as 1 sh*
after this date.

MANUEL RIBERO.

Portland, Nov. 7, 1881.

W. 1. MAXIM & CO.

w

PORTLAND,

Kennebec Brand banned
FOR

SALE BY

W. M. MAXIM &
Wliolrnnlc

Dealer, in

CO.,

all descriptions of oi
own manufacture. The lowest prices
in the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Carriages of

Frail* A Produce,

103 & 105 Commercial
noy8

St.,
’

Portland.
d2w

Attention
Special
jno4

to

PLATED
WARE
-IS AT-

THEN

Those

Donga Boots!!

The most easy flitting and Durable Stock In th
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

509 Congress St.
~_eodU

'

oc29

Goods
Startlingly Low Prices in Children’s
Children’s Spring Heel Extension Edge
of
Stock.
a
in
variety
Boots,

misses

Solid Leathei

of my Eastern
For the better accommodation
Wholesale Trade, I shall on Saturday, Not. 6tn,
660
street, as a
stand
No.
Congress
old
the
re-open
depot for my popular brands of

_dtf
BAH.GAINS IN
And

OIOAHS.
"

connection with this, at retail may be found a
full line of Cigars, Tobaoco, Pipes, &c. I can and
will sell the best 5 and 10 cent Cigars in this or any
ether city. All who call will receive his money (
worth every time.
in

CANNED GOODS, .lightly dannged by Are.

&’WINCHESTER,

Commercial

r

C. H. STEBBINS,

Street

NEW WALTHAM AND ELGI

MONEY!

•

■

MAIN*.

_

I
I

-AND—

,

Don’t yon forget those Comiiioi
Sense Boots. E. 1. MERRILL
is making a specialty of
them.

133

21 and 23 Preble Street

103 & 105 Commercial Street. d2w

SILVER

E. T. MERRILL.

MOTLEY

Carriage Manufacturers,

Wholesale Dealers in Fruit and Produce

Can

Fine
Holbrook's
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

POTATOES, APPLE*

nov8-d3t*

T. J. AKELEY & CO. j

nov8

DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY,

Stliosl Boots, $1.00

NOTICE.
hereby notified

public
Mary Ribero,
THE bills
contracted by her

pav

-FOR SALE BY-

Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for the certain cure o
sore Sbroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough
Hoarseness, &c., we only ask you to use and be ben
efited by the same medicine that has given so muol
relief lo others. The Materia Medioa does not fur
nisb better romedies for the diieases of the pulmo
nary organs than Wild Cherry and Tar. Tbeir vir
tues havo long been known and appreciated, am
you cannot fail of relief if you givo Dr, Graves
Balsam a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 1< I
cts.; large bottle, only 60 cts.
For Blliouanoss, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liv
er Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Pilli
:
Fo
made by Dr. Graves; price, 26 cts. per box.
sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portlam I

d3t

nov7

I E.T. MERRILL

twenty-first

■

Nonesuch,
Baldwins, &c,

good a man does lives long after him, so th<
a really good medicine will last for ages
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherr;
and Tar may bo now to you, Its healing propertiei
have long been known and appreciated, and wbei
we recommend you to givo Dr. Graves’ Balsam o:
The

virtues of

said

is to be

Nodheads*

..

TO
BUV

im 41 WATCHES,

i

APPLES.

Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. One dose relieves us
and one bottle cures us entirely. It is pleasanl

•!

GEORGE N. BEMAN, of Gorham,
County of Cumberland, individually? an j
as a member of the firm of BEMAN & JOHNSOI
composed of Tabler and Henry B. Johnson, adiudgt
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said debto
which petition was filed on the Fifth day of Noven
her, A. D. 1881, to which date, interest on clain

GOODS of all kinds.

nov8

by

was

CHRISTMAS CARDS-we hare the flues!
and largest assortment in the city.
GOLD GILT FRAMES our specialty.
Our Motto is, Good Work, Quick Sales
and Small Profits.

16 TEMPLE ST.,

inso'

fllUlS is to give notice that
JL of November. A. D. 1881,

Picture Framers, and Dealers in ART

AR r

in

In Insolvency.

in

STUBBS”

1881,

warrant

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberlan< i,
November 8th, A. D. 1881.
State of Maine.
In case of, George N. Bernan, Insolvent Debtor.

ARTISTS’ COLORMEN

we

The Place

!REST—eyes

per ton ol

STUBBS BROS.,

--

are

give

2240 lbs.
Tenders endorsed “Tender for Scrap, and addressed to the undersigned will be received on or
before Thursday, November 17th.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
nov8-eod3t
Montreal, Nov. 4,1881.
>
_•_'___

a

know what to do
smart,
when troubled with a Cough or Cold. No doctor bills for us. We take twenty-five cents, gc
to the nearest Drug Store and buy a bottle oi
Even if we

to tne n
com-

application

YARD,

lira.

Street,

a

solicited;__ggt3dtf_

AND

was
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge o [
the Court of Insolvency for said County of C umbei
land, against the estate of said JOHN C. PHIb
NE\ of Portland, in the said County of Cumbei
land, adjudged to bo an insolvent debtor, on pet
tion of said debtor, which petition was filed on tb 9
seventh day of November, A. D. 1881. to wbic 1
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said del
tor and the transfer and delivery of any propert
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor t
prove their debts, and choose one or more assignee
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room, in said Pori
land, on the twenty-first day of November. A. I
1881, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above wri
GEO. W. PARKER,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Into
vency for said County of Cumberland.
nov8&lf>

30 tons

Company’s weights.
Parties tendering

with flags and
artibtic touches of color, all furnished by the
good taste and kindness of those in charge.
The singing was of the highest merit. We
Misses Goodridge,
solos from
listened to
Pierce, Gay and Knight, and all were much
applauded. A quartette composed of Messrs.
Pearce, Lippincotts and Lewis with Miss
Merserve as pianist gave great pleasure, and
also a trio by Misses L. Jordan, F. Parkman
and Sue Cox. The ladies and gentlemen were
from the Seminary.
A recitation by Mr. David Torrey was much
enjoyed, and friendly intercourse and pleasant
conversation finished a most pleasant evening.
The company departed
expressing then
for
pleasure and thanks to the host and hostess
E. F. C.
the most enjoyable occasion.
Stevens' Plains, Nov. i, 1881.
was

THIS
November,
issued

A. D.

0. W. AIXEH.

Consignments

m.

NAVY, PLUM

*

18 Exchange 81#

BAILEY,

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commending at 10 o’clock a.

vency

_

was

a view of the beautiful
gem of art.

19 CIS. PER

In Insolvency.

„

pany’s Storekeeper at Portland.
Parties desirous of tendering should satisfy themselves of the quality of the Sciap, as no classification will be allowed after the tenders are accepted.
No deductions or allowances will be given for dirt,
the purchaser
grease, &c., or for any other reason;
the
to pay for the full gross weight ana to accept

F. Kimball and many others too numerous to
mention. A screen done in charcoal by Miss
iwvouwou.

A1

Salesroom
F. O.

QF

Old Material for Sale.

Several fine pictures of rare merit were observed, some ©f them the work of artists of no
small repute, flower pieces by Mrs. Pierce,
landscapes by Miss M. E. Weston and Mr. C.

rnuuu

237 Middle

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

talent.

ULurautea

styles.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine.
November 8, A. D. 1881,
In case of John C. Phinney, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the seventh day o f

were

xiecuru

DRESS GOODS,
ALL WOOL MONIES

Silk Hat- latest fal

stock

Til© Hatter

lie St.. Cor. Gross,

the badg9.

new

MERRY,

Horatio Staples,

score:

entire

with privilege t<
Gooods sent C. O.
examine.

prices.

Blues Shoot.
The shoot of the Portland Mechanic Blues,
for the company badge, took place at the city
is the
range, in Deoring, yesterday. Following

our

FtJB TRIMMINGS for Ladies’ Cloaks.
kinds. All prices—40c and up.

very much under price. Also Ladies’ and Misses’ Undervests and
Drawers in great variety and low

work is progressing very quietly but with great

room

specified,

said estate.
Also the parcel of

We keep the Dunlap and
Knox Fine Shapes.

Revival at Chestnut Street Church.
There has been quite an unusual religious interest for sometime at the Chestnut street
Methodist church, and last Sabbath the pastor,
Rev. Dr. McKeown administered the ordinance
of baptism to nine of the recent converts. The

The

hereinafter

_

gathering.

JxL.

buildings

lows, except what portions may be meanwhile sold
at private sale, namely:
The lot of land and block of five (5) brick bousea
thereon, bounded: Commencing on the Westerly
Bide of Parris street, in said Portland, at the Northeasterly corner of George Humphrey’s lot, thence
Northerly by said street about one hundred and
twenty-four (124) feet, to a point fifteen (16) feet
Northerly of the point where the line of the Northerly end of the block upon this parcel lnterseeie
said street: thence Westerly, parallel with said
Northerly end of said block, about ninety-seven
(97) feet to Daniel Glazier’s lot; thence Southerly
by said Glazier’s lot and lot of George F. Hitch
said
ings’ estate, to said Humphrey’s lot; thence by
Humphrey’s lot about ninety-seven (97) feet to the
first point.
Also the parcelof land lying on the Westerly tide
side of said Parris street, bounded: Southerlv by
said first parcel Northerly by the parcels said Richardson sold William H. Conant and Ralph and Ann
Wark, and Westerly by the parcels he sold said
Ralph and Ann, Margaret O’Biion Mellen R. Hamilton and Mercy C. Hamilton and George H. Owen
and Elizabeth E. Owen, being abont seventy-six and
one-half (76y*) feet on the street, about ninety eight
and three-tenths (98.3) feet on the rear linee, and
abont eighty-one (81) feet deep; excepting the
buildings thereon, which buildings do not Delong to

253 middle Street.

FINE

license from the Probate Court I,

Roswell M. Richardson, Administrator of the
PURSUANT
estate of Nathan L. Woodbury, of Port-

goods and

STUDLEY,
nov4

AUCTION.

AT

$6.00.

to

A LARGE STOCK

ty of material, excellence of work-

To-morrow

evening the vestry will be opened for

$1.15

are wearing the Horatio Staples
“Bonanza” Shirts than any other
They are
three makes of shirts.
an absolute perfect shirt, in quali-

favored last evening by Mr. G. H. Pray with
his interesting and instructive exhibition of
magic and skill. The scholars, of whom there
were about three hundred present, were de-

lighted

Staples.

More Men in Maine

church was

$20.

to

J. W. LEAVITT, Treat.

oc26-dtd

until you have examined our stock. We
Fine
mean business.
goods and low prices
is our motto.

Horse Blankets!

I_

Secretary.
Second Parish.
this

$7, $10

for them from great distances so
their reputation.
extensive is
Samples sent free by mail.

O. E. Wood,
1st Lieut. 5th Artillery,

Sunday school of

are

1881,

the manufacture of rails and bar iron.
The property is prov ded with A thoroughly built
at which vessels of 800 tons capacity can lie
at low water, and is directly connected by rail with
all the railroads centering at Portland.
Possession given at once.

HOSIERY,

BUFFALOS!!

interested in the Black
Silk Question, would do well to examine our famous “Cachemire Person” Silks. We are having orders
who

lOtli,

wharf,

—AND—

—-

NOV.

AT 3 O’CLOCK, P. M.
The property of the Company consists of 69 acres
of land on tide water, in the town of Cape Elizabeth.
Cumberland County, within ten minutes drive of
the City of Portland. Besides the mill buildings,
the Company owns 55 tenements in 28 buildings,
one hall used for church purposes, two stores ana a
thorougly well fitted office, with fire-proof vault,
and all modern improvements. All the buildings
are in good repair.
The mill contains one 10 inch train and one 18
inch train, with all the machinery appertaining to

UNDERWEAR

$1(5.50.

to

Fixtures and Tool

reserve,

THURSDAY,

stock will be
found second to none
in the city and our
prices please the closest buyers.

WOLF ROBES,
$9, $10, $12

SALE.

§ublic
er. at the Mills,

Dont Buy

Street,

MILL

ROLLING

ULSTERS,

Wolf and Buffalo Itobes—300 to
select from—a wholesale stock
to pick a single robe from.

PORTLAND.

viz:
IFAereas—In His inscrutable providence, i4
has pleased Almighty God to remove from our
midst, our friend and brother officer, 2d Lieutenant Kollin A. Ives, the 5 Artillery, and
Whereas—We feel that, by his death, the
service has lost, not only one of its brightest
ornaments, but one who had, by his untiring
energy and zeal, and professional attainments,
given promise of a brilliant future.
Resolved—That while we bow in humble submission to the kwill of the Father of all, we
deeply mourn the loss of a beloved comrade,
who, by his devotion to duty, his uprightness of
character, and by the possession of all those
qualities that endear man to man, had won a
place among the officers of the regiment that
all might envy.
Resolved—That his memory will ever be
cherished by us, and that we proffer our heartfelt sympathy to his sorrowing family.
Resolved—That a copy of these resolutions
be furnished the family of Lieut. Ives, and
that they be published in the Army and Navy
Journal, Army and Navy Register, New York
Daily Tribune and Portland Daily Press.
J. R. Brinkle,
(Signed)
Captain Cth Artillery,
Chairmnn.

The

_

CL0AK8,
DOLMANS,

The Porter

STAPLES,

AUCTIONEERS.

nov8 dtd

as

Knitters Attention! ROBES!
Knitting

adopted unanimously,

(Signed)

F. 0. BAILEY & C0„

season

onr

HORATIO

A lie li sneer..
dtd

Real

|

Yarn is a
wool
all
yarn,
three-threaded,
noted for eve ness and strength jf
thread and clearness of coloring.
Sold in all shades by

a. m.
a

Estate, Machinery,
the Ligonia Iron Company, will be sold
THEofauction,
without
to the highest bid-

PORTLAND.

McPherson Barracks, Ga: j
October, 29th, 1881. j
Pursuant to a call from Captain H. F.
Brewerton, 5th Artillery, the senior regimental officer present, a meeting of the officers of
the regiment was held at this post at 7.30 p. m.
this day to take action in reference to the death
of 2d Lieutenant Rollin A. Ives, 5th Artillery,
which occurred at Summit, New Jersey, the
morning of October 29th, 1881.
The meeting was called to order by Captain
Browerton, and Captain J. R. Brinkle was
called to the chair.
Upon motion the chairman appointed Gaptain G. V. Weir, 1st Lieut., and Adjutant E.
R. Hills, and 2d Lieut. Wm. H. Coffin, a committee to draft and present resolutions expressive of the sorrow of the gregiment at the loss
of their brother officer.

Ac.
and

FOR

BIG LOT

Middle St., Cor. Cross,

and 8
lot of
and
Also at same time a
at

We invite your attention to the exhibition.

for 87 1-2 cents.

A

HOMO STAPLES’

following proceedings

xuo iuiiun

selling all the

BARGAINS!

in three widths, 22, 36 and 58
inches, in the newest and most at
tractive colors, including illuminated bronzes, at

Fancy Goods, Boots and Shoes, &<\, by

goods have been

These

Flannels WondeR.

Dress

large

at store
on
and
at 10 a. m.,
646
p.
and
full asa
stock
we
shall
sell
each
m.,
sorted of Uaviland's French
s Old Hall and other makes of
and En
Glass
Silver Plated
40
DinThe assortment
i.
Decorated
60 Decorated Tea
ner
Umbrella
Toilet
After Dinner Coffees in
and
Coffee and Tea
Water and Cream
Tankard
Cage and Bread
number
with a
Flower
and
for
of articles In
and
Decorative purposes. Also a full assortment of
ers
Silver Plated
of this
The above are all fresh
tation in which the very best makers are represenand
and
ted

ter Congress and Brown Streets.

at

20,290
particulars,

Kuhbers.
F. O. IIAII.EY A
nov8

CO.,

nov8

to the

one-half acre of land well cultivated and laid eat
with fruit treee. Ac. Also at same time another lot
square feet of choice land far
building or gardening. Terms made known at sale.
For
call on Enoch Knioht, No. 100
Exchange Street.
F. O. IIAII.EY A. CO., Auctioneers.
nov2
dtd

containing

of

CIRCULAR in
the city.
We have au extra good Felt Skirt lor $1.00 and $1.25.
Compare
with others.
We have a large line of CLOAKINGS at very low prices.
Sole Agents for HARPER’S BAZAR PATTERNS.
Inspect our stock and compare prices.

FELICIA.

ON

consisting of a set of new buildings—convenient aaa
well arranged house, shed and stable. There Is about

at salesroom 18

At our store you will And the best $1.50 RUBBER

Friday night Miss

TUESDAY, Nov. 8th, at 12 o’clock m., w«
shall sell the homestead of the late Elisa Fiekett, situated at Turner’s Island, Calm Elizabeth,

nN

them.

Please|Inspect

Desirable Real Estate at Turner’s Island
by Auction.

Auction.
stock of Fine Dress
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 9th.
10
U p. m.,
Eichaoge St.,
Goods we have on hand Millinery,
Fancy Goods, Feathers, Worsteds
Yarns, Cardboards, Ac.,
Women’s Boots, Shoe*
Men’s
consignment
and not wishing to and
Sale positive.
CO.,
carry them over, we
have this day marked IMPORTERS SALE OF
Choice China, Decorated
down a large line of
English Ware, Majolica
nice goods from $1.00 Ware & Fine Glass Ware
and $1.25 to the low
AT AUCTION.
Thursday, Not. loth,
prices of 62c, and COMMENCING
7Vi
42Vb
Congress St.,
large
China, Wedgwood's.
75c. We shall at the Copelandday,
Decorated
English Ware, Majolica Ware, Cut, Etching
same time offer one
Ware, Cutlery,
Ware,
Decorated
Eaved
comprises
Sets, 60
Sets,
case of line all wool
Stands, Cuspidores, Sebago
Sets,
Oases, Moustache,
Sets,
Saucers, Fruit Plates,
Cops
armures, in all the
Pitchers,
Jugs, Syrup,
Comforts.
Plates, Lunch Baskets,
Pots, together
large
new fall
shades, 44 Salads, China
Glass
Table, Toilet
HogCelebrated
Ware, Cutlery, Ac,
inches wide, at the
Imporyear’s
goods
Newest Decorations
of 50c. Shapes.
low price
by the Choicest

Ladies’ & Gents’ Underwear,

true to

land:

A. G. Schlotterbeck,
Lorenzo

by Rev. Parker Jaques on “Scripture
ment against probation after death.”

THE POLICE

superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TERM,

Small,

Richmond P. Scales,

whether to be done by the city or not, must
also be taken into consideration. Heretofore,
the railroad has made all repairs at an expense
of about $603 yearly for earth, stone, pile and
Yours respectfully,
timber.
Geo. P. Wescott, Receiver.

following

His performance is au
because he is absolutely

Lieut. Rollin A. Ives.
in regard to the
death of the late Lieut- Rollin A. Ives, by the
officers of the 5th United States Artillery, and
will be of interest to his many friends in Port-

M. E. church on Monday morning, commencing at 10 o’clock. A goodly number of ministers were present.
The first topic discussed was “What elements of character in ministry and membership are essential to the true and permanent

That the Portland and Rochester railroad
be allowed to use the Margiual Way until
otherwise ordered, upon the following terms
and conditions: said railroad shall pay for the
use of said way, into the city treasury the sum
of two hundred and fifty dollars semi-annually
on the first days of January and July in each
The
year while this order shall be in force.
first payment to be made on the first day of
January, A. IX, 1882, which shall be for the
then proceeding six mouths.
And in addition to said payments said railroad shall keep said way in as good condition
as it now is, by maintaining the present width
and grade, driving piles, filling in earth and
stone as may bo needed, and making all other
necessary repairs and renewals that may be
required from time to time. All to be done to
the approval of the committee on streets, Bidewalks and bridges.

artistic

The

Andrew J. Rich,
Wm. E. Russell,
Miss Ella Snow,
W. H. Scott,

Owing

querable perseverance.

belonged to Lady Washington, and was
presented by Capt. Hollingworth with an elegant boquet.”

Wm. H. Picking,
D. B. Ricker,
S, S. Rich,

by the minister

The

iest sympathy in his efforts to right the wrongof the widowed and fatherless by his uncons

AUCTION SALES.

DOWN.

of

This season, we have reduced the price so as to insure a speedy sale
These are the best Goods and in all the desirable shades.
We shall also offer Special Bargains in

once

Portland Methodist Ministers’ Meeting.
The above meeting was held in Pine street

A_I..* .:-etvor.i

speech,
character, shrewd, courageous, and determined, he commands respect and wins the heart,

Stockbridge’s.

George B. Lormg,
Wm. H. Looney.
Frank H. Little,
W. W. Latham,
W. M. Marks,
John Main,
A. K. P. Meserve,
C. B. Nash,
Charles H. Payson,
H. T. Plummer,
M. G. Palmer,
Franklin C. Payson,

UJl

styles

DRESS GOODS

honest,

WDTIM

Edward Johnson,
Winthrop Jordan,
Josiah H. Drummond, Jr.

piUOJ.fGt.IVJ

MARK

In order to close ont some

that higher type of manhood to be met with in
the rural districts more frequently than in
and
oities and towns. Unpolished in manner
full of nobility of
but
rude in

The Gerster tickets are

Ladd,

Dr. H. N.

ANNOUNCEMENT

IMPORTANT

....

Farnsworth,

At the time of the construction of the Marginal Way it was believed that a charge could
be made on this traffic, over that paid to the
Grand Trunk; but it was found that when
more than $2.50 per was charged that the
merchandise would be hauled by teams.
The length of the MarginalWay is about the
same as Commercial street between the Grand
Trunk and Eastern depots, these roads charge
their patrons $1.00 per car, which charge seems
to give some idea of the value of the service
due, which if applied to the Marginal Way
would be divided, between the city for the use
of the street, and the railroad for use of the
track and operating the same. The question
r_?_t.

m.

BEFORE

Horace W. Shaylor,
John H. True,
W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
George F. Talbot,
Zenas Thompson, Jr.,
Frank S. Waterhouse,
Joshua L. Waterhouse,
Hartwell H. Waldron,

Way.

in.

E. K.

MISCELLANEOUS.

fidelity

degree

an

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

..

John H. Fogg,
George Gilman,
Wm. H.Green,
James F. Hawes,
James H. Hamlen,
Dr. Chas. Hutchinson,
Chas. P. Ingraham,
Wm. H. Jordan,
John Winslow Jones,
M. F. King,

Chas. McLaughlin,
George C. Owen.
Chos. M. Plummer,
Daniel A. Patrick,
Stanley Pullen,
George C. Peters,
H. W. Richardson,
Dexter Rice,
John F. Randall.
Manfred M. Riggs,
Mrs. Augusta snow,
N. A. Sanborn,
Henry St. John Smith,
John Sparrow.
John C. Small,

trail

u.v...

piopuaou

John Brower, Jr.,
Warren Burbank,
Joseph Bradford,
Samuel 1 -Pearce,
Augustus F. Cox,
Isaac L. Came,
John C. Cobb,
John B. Curtis,
Arden W. Coombs,
Charles H. Chase,
F. N. Dow,
A. G. Dewey,
George R. Davis,
Aurm L. Dresser,
Henry P. Dewey,
Arad Evans,
Miss Octavia Fox,
Mrs. W. H. Fenn.
B. F.

S. C. Gordon,
C. B. Greenleaf,
A. 8 Hinds,
Edward C. Herscy,
Dr. H. H. Hunt,
A. W. Jordan,
Wm. H. Jerrls,
Joseph A. King,
Sewall Lang,
John F. Liscomb,
ltussell Lewis,
Fred B. Luscomb,
Ira S. Locke,
Amos L. Millett,
F. G. Messer.
Wm H. Motley,

about 1809 loaded cars have
passed over it annually. One-third of this
number pass to and from Commercial street
and the wharves on said street, and the balance are unloaded on Back Cove or go to
points reached by the P. & R. On all cars to
and from Commercial street, where freight
rates are made to Preble street depot no charge
is made, except what has been paid out to the
Grand Trunk road for hauling said cars from
the transfer to Commercial street and the
wharves as follows, viz:—For cars going on to
Commercial street, $2; and for cars going to
wharves or do, $3 per car—no charge being
made from Preble street depot over Marginal

Sunday3. open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
m.
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
p.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 6.10,8.10.
and 11.10 p.m.
and 9.00 p. in.

Edward Fox,
Miss, C E. Foster,
Francis Fessenden,
Kev. W. H. Fenn,
Horatio Fox,
Mrs

estimate that

OFFICE HOURS:
8,00

names were

Sterling Dow,

Portland, Nov. 7, 1881.
To the Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and
Bridges :
Gentlemen—The Marginal Way extends
from Gould’s wharf, on Back Cove to the
Grand Trunk Railway bridge at Fish Point, a
distance of about 4900 feet, of which 4000 feet
is filled solid and the balance is pile trestle.
The Portland & Rochester R. R. Company
have occupied it with a track since 1875, and

Headings, Fur Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons,

ionowing

Clinton L. Baxter,
Dr. John Buzzell,
John E. Burnham,
Daniel Chase,
George H. Coyle,
Joseuh H. CoMn,
Edwin H. Clement,
Charles J. Chapman,
Jotham F. Clark,
Robert Chapman,
Josiah H. Drummond,
Charles A, Donnell,
David H. Drummond,
Abner H. Davis,

The Mayor read the order that was passed in
the last meeting in regard to
the Marginal Way as follows:
Whereas, By order of the City Council approved September 19th, A. D. 1872, it was understood and bo expressed in said order “that
after the completion of the marginal way” (according to the recommendation of the City
Civil Engineer dated August 12th, A. D. 1872)
any railroad corporation using it shall pay
therefor such sum e? the City Council may
deem fair and just
Therefore, be it ordered, That the Commitbe
Sidewalks and Bridges
tee on Streets,
directed to enquire into the subject matter of
the above named order, and report to the City
Council at its next regular meeting what action should be taken to carry into effect the
intention of said order.
Alderman Little stated that the committee
to whom the order was referred had viewed
the Marginal Way and attended a meeting of
the Portland & Rochester Railroad, held at the
Preble street depot, and had requested Mr

Universal Approbation

From

rue

presented at the las
voted in.

names
were

berhip.
Franft E. Allen,

concurrence at

Greatest Bargains yet in Dress Goods. All
Wool Momies, 10 cents per yard; Bronze, Garnet, Navy, Plain and Black.
H. I. Nelson & Co,
nov7

&c.
nov7-3t

monthly meeting

THE MARGINAL WAY.

Pianos and Organs, Almost New, To Let by
nov5-3t
C. K. Haws 177 Middle Street.

cate

Thayer.
The ninety-four

made arrangements with'the parties owning
the house to move it at an expense not exceeding $300. This order was passed to carry out
the recommendation of the committee.

day the homestead of the late Eliza Pickett at
Turner's Island, Capo Elizabeth, also at same

Vwxon

street, part

claims.
The committee on streets, sidewalks and
bridges to whom was referred the moving of
the house on North street reported that they
had examined the case and recommended that
it be moved. There were several difficulties in
the way of the city’s moving it and they had

AUCTION COLUMN.

__

order.
The following committee of solicitation wil I
receive applications for membership:
Dr. Wm. Wood, Joseph P. Thompson, Elihi 1
Hasty, P. C. Manning,Christopher Way, B. O
Conant, W. S. Dana, Albert L. Burbank
Chas. B. Fuller, John M. Gould, Dr. A. S

not mature until after the tax was assessed
The petition was referred to the committee on

material for sale.

Adjourned.

working

sented by Mr. F. W. Clark. The bill was referred to the committee on claims.
Mr. Alvin Deering petitioned for an abatement of taxes for 1878, claiming that he was
taxed upon property for which he owed, and
afterward had to pay, but the indebtedness did

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Mr. McAuley’s
Section,” as Uncle Dan’l.
Uncle Dan’l is an exceeedingly natural and attractive character picture, and presents with
an example of
of
unusual

Natural History Society was held Monday
ning, President Wood in the chair.
Au exceedingly large and valuable list o
donations were announced, and the societ, *
held a brief discussion over the bones of
walrus recently dug out of the banks of Pleas
to th 3
ant river, Addison, Me., and presented
society by Major C. H. Boyd.
r
The public are .invited to assist this societ;
An additioi
thereof.
members
by becoming
of 200 more names is needed to place it in goo* 1

damages to cellars from crosswalks built on
Congress street, and the rest for raising the
grade of a portion of Congress street, was pre-

DAN’L.

from the committee on judicial proceeding 3
and claims said the largest sum yet paid ou c
ii 1
was 8100 on any claim, and several weie
Mr. Melcher rt
course of investigation.
6Stat 3
no sales of unimproved real

eve

in part for

UNCLE

Barney McAuley appeared at Portland Theatre last evening to a delighted and enthusi*
astic audience, in “A Messenger from Jarvis

Natural History Society.
The regular monthly business meeting of th j

for

CITY AND VICINITY.

streets.

ported

build a 21 storied house on Salem street.
Clark H. Barker was granted permission to
erecfa wooden stable in the rear of 270 Brack,
ett street.
A bill of $700 against tire city,
work done in grading Frederick

new

*been expended. About 81,282 had been spen
to come in woul '
on repairs, and a few bills
"
about cancel tho appropriation. Mr. Mar

made.

the past four years. The communication was
referred to the committee on finance.
L. Taylor was granted permission to erect a
stable for private use on his vacant lot between
Wilmot and Pearl streets.
Andrew Bennett was granted permission to

K. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallnwelt, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewfrton, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Jndkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A, Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Bichmoud, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, G. 0. Andrews.
Sabatttu, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappmat the Post Office.
8aco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wlscasset, Gibbs A Bundles.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Tarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Dwv ttm nmnmmiifp nt IflPaO lltkQ

ALDERMKN.
Business was

transacted as follows:
A communication was received from the Assessors’ office to the effect that in the opinion
of the assessors the plans of the city should be
renewed, as many of them are worn and soiled
and many changes of ownership and some divisions of large estates have occurred within

Fryeburg,

Fancy goods,

AND

prosent.

The full board was

Dennison._

In insolvency—2.
Grand Trunk Kail way—Old
Notice—Manuel Kibero.
Stubbs Bros.
W. M. Maxim & Co—2

of the city

council

Cumberland Stills, F. A. VerriU.
Daman-cotta, E. W. Dunbar!
Freeport. W. A. Mitchell.

NEW

regular monthly meeting
was held last eveniug.

The

Arm-

strong, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
Robert Costellb, Boston A Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that ran out of the
city.
Anborn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor. J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford.
•'
Jellereon’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Mr. Soule of the com
mittee on public buildings reported about 85
000 out of the 810,COO for City Building ha'

laying out

&OVERNMENT.

J

Watclies,

in COIN SILYEK CASES ,
only $8.50, warranted.
n

S' l
kirn is MENNEY, 531 CONGRESSdim
Repairing of alleoUti
oct21

NO.

500 CONGRESS

nov5_

STREET.
ao<Uvr’

Rooms to Let.
Furnished, large and pleasant,
with board, in niee location np
Portland
Address “C,”
town.
Oflice,
Press
Jlf
...

oetll

3rJP

...

THE PRESS.
[For the Press.]

Autumna.

Don’t Let the Cows Go Dry.
A long, even season of milk is absolutely
necessary to be a profitable one. There is
nothing that the dairyman needs more exhortation upon than that of giving a full ration to his herd at all times during the milk-

nut-brown maid of summer days,
Pomona's uympli with golden tresses,
I loiter ’mid thy woodland ways,
My heart is warm with thy caresses!
O!

ing

Full well I know that winter’s gloom,
Eie long, wi'l o'er thy form be stealing,
And thy sweet lips, of richest bloom,
With kisses soft and still be sealing.
Yet wander I

as

in

a

Pandean

pipes

are

lowly breathing.

across the breezy wold.
My inmost tense of joy enhancing,
The leaves of purple, red and gold,

And

now

With summer's parting gales

are

dancing!

boughs of the Hesperldes
The luscious golden fruit is falling.
And Bob-o-link, amid the trees.
His errant mate is sweetly calliog.

From

Or, where the sad Heliades
Alone their silent watch are keeping,
1 lingered ’mid such Beenes as these,
When all the world below seemed Bleeping.
Thy silver waters, softly stealing
course

Stir up the very

athwart the

feeding

a

lea,

depths of feeling.

power to cure disease, its fame there’s none
can throttle. Its merits are not in the puff,
but are inside the bottle. Rheumatism, neu

Elysian!

lug interesting article concerning the spruce
fly which is said to be too fond of spruce
accordingly destroying the
gum, and is
spruce forests in the northern part
State and the Provinces.

of this

At the office of E. S. Coe, Esq., timber
land agent in this city, there is a specimen
of the insect that is destroying the spruce
trees iu northern Maine and the Provinces.
This specimen insect with its grub was furnished Mr. Coe by an explorer in his interests. It seems to entirely answer the description of the urocerus albicornis, of Fabricius, (See Harris’s Insects Injurious to

Vegetation,

page

538).

Urocerus albicornis, of Fabricius, the
white horned Urocerus, has white anteuoie,

longer and more tapering than those of the
pigeon Treuiex, and black at each end. The
female is of a deep blue black color, with an
oval wuire spot
er one on each

oeuina eacn eye, anu anotuside of the hinder part of the
abdomen. The horn on the tail is long and
shaped like the head of a lance. The wings
are smoky brown and semi-transparent. The
legs are black with white joints. The body
measures about an inch in length and the
wings expand nearly two inches. The male
is black with a white spot on each side behind the eyes. His thorax and legs ara
black. This species, which is not common,
has been found on pine trees in July.”
According to the above description, this
specimen in the possession of Mr. Coe is a
female. It has been commonly reported
that the insect destroying the spruce trees
up the river was a beetle, bu if this is really the pest, then it is one of the Hymeuoptera, the"order which includes the bees, wasps,
saw flies, ants,
ichneumon flies, and the
Croceridtc, the “horn-tails,” or, as the Germans call them the “wood wasps,”of which
this specimen is one species. Although not
“Their
a bee le, therefore, Harris writes,
young partake of the nature of the woodeating grubs of the capricorn beetles, which
therefore they may be said to represent.

Their young are cylindrical and fleshy grubs
of a whitish color, with a small rounded,

horny head, and a pointed and horny tail.
They have six very small legs under the
forepart of the body and are provided with
powerful jaws, wherewith they bore long
holes in the trunks of trees which they inhabit. Like other borers, these grubs are
wood eaters, and often do great damage to
pines and firs, wherein they are most commonly found.
The same author writes just before the
above, “There are not many different kinds
but they are very prolific and abound in

mountainous districts and in temperate climates where forests of pines and fir pre-

Taih”
IT*

frnm

Wpstmnnfl

two

poapa

in

England, one where at the seat of the Earl
of Stanhope, two hundred Scotch firs had
their trunks bored through and through by
the grubs of an insect (the urocerus luvencur, a related European species) and a piece
of wood twenty feet long from a fir in Bewdley Forest so intersected with furrows as to
b« fit only for fire-wood, and from it for the
space of weeks, issured daily five or six or
more

perfect insects.

Some persons have

supposed that they attack only diseased and
decayed trees in which it must be admitted
they are often found in great number. But
many instances might be mentioned of their
appetite for sound wood also, and it is probable that the presence of these insects, like
that of many others, is the cause, and not
the consequence, of the decay of the trees
wherein they live.
It will be of interest to learn the length
of periods that this pest spends as egg, as
lava or grub, and as imago or perfect insect.
Very likely, from all reports, its eggs are
laid iu holes made by means of its borer in
the bark, during the month of July. Farther,

our lumbermen
and many others will be
anxious to gather reports that they may
form an opinion of the extent of the ravages of this insect. It will be worth while to
inquire what section of our State is infested, and the extent of the loss in these sections. The public will desire to know if the
pest is spreading rapidly or not. The reports have been that the loss was serious.
It seems difficult to imagiue anything that
will diminish their numbers and the destruction of timber, other thau that multiplication of,enemies, and that spread of disease,
that so often follows the extensive propagation and spread of insects. It is impossible to conceive any convenient method of
act omplishing their extermination directly.

Qualities of Milk.
More attention is being given to quality
of milk, by dairymen, than was done a few
years ago. It is a new topic, comparatively,
but one which may be profitably investigated. A correspondent of our Albany contemporary not long ago related the following instances of variation in richness in
milk in the same animals, that are a little
remarkable, and will serve a a good purpose
in stimuli.ting inquiry and observation with
a view to obtaining more information in
this behalf.
“A neighbor has
June her milk was

In
a grade Jersey cow.
exceedingly rich, testing
of
24
per cent.;
by the cream-gauge upward
the middle of October it tested only 18 per
cent. The general observation of dairymen
is that quality increases with the lengthening of the period of milking. The cow was
in perfect health throughout the season and
b«r food was ut changed. Wbat is the
No cause
eause of this excep'ional action?

has been discovered unless it be this: In
June she was fat, in October she was poor
in flesh from excessive milk production.
The theory based on this is, that in June
She started with an accumulated store of
material which went to add quantity to the
milk she naturally would have produced
from her food. But that store being exhausted, the quantity and quality were both

reduced.
A case of like bearing occurred in Chenango county a few years ago. Early one spring
one of the patrons of a cheese factory was

necessarily

iwuuu

uc

iuiuisuiu^

a

vciy

4ua.ni/jr

of milk. He bad furnished a good quality
the previous season from the same herd of
De was suspected of skimming or
cows.
watering. The lactometer and creainguage seemed to assure his guilt. A committee was appointed, who proceeded to
milk his cows and test the milk without a
possible chance of adulteration. The innoBut
cence of the patron was established.
what was the cause of this change of quality
in the whole herd? The committee reported that no cause was discovered excepting
the hay upon which they had been fed during the previous winter was of poor quality,
and consequently the cows were exceedingly
poor in flesh. These two cases are not
claimed to be sufficient to establish a principle, yet they lead to questioning 6ome of
the commonly received views.
It is a common view that a cow which
produces a large quantity of milk necessarily produces a poor quality. Was not this
v.ew obtained from a failure to observe the
conditions of the milking stock? Is there
any relation between quantity and quality
that necessarily they are found in inverse
ratio to each other? The quality maybe
poor because the production of a large quantity keeps the fanimal in a reduced
But every
condition.
dairyman has
discovered that
frequently his richest
his
milkers Jhave been
largest milkers,
and that only as they were reduced
in flesh have the quality and quantity alike
Some cows
failed.
produce such large

in. * * *
“The surface features or indications of the vein
traversing the several claims mentioned, are, in my
opinion, indicative of a valuable property or vein of
I know of no vein in the
ore at no great depth.
West that exhibits features so favorable to the development of a great mine, nor one with the samelimited developments that I feel so safe in reoom
mending to the public. Its far-ferred neighbor, the
Horn Silver, with the same openings, was no comparison. But at a depth of one hundred feet it had
no rival.”
All of the North Horn Silver workings consisting
of four tunnels and two shafts, are now in mineral
—the Cope Tunnel being in a heavy body of rich

___

Howevbr watched by loving care,
Home has distempers lurking there,
And human power can not defend
From ills that constantly impend;
Bur Sanford’s Ginger bids pain cease,
And home restores to health and peace

copper

nuuu

“V

»vra

v*w

For Kidney and Liver Complaints, Dyspepsia, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the
Urinary Organs and Female Complaints, take
‘•Elixir of Life Root.” It has no equal.
It sounds funny to read that several city aldermen were drunk at the dedication of the
city water works. Some fiend in human shape
must have poured a barrel of whiskey in the
reservoir.—Norristown Herald.
A man who buys Confederate bonds will
make a permanent investment. They will be
just as good in the year 2000 as they are to-day—Detroit Free Press.
certain seminary
where his sweetheart went to school “Experience” because he said experience was a dear
school.—Steubenville Herald.
a

When the Chicago man saw Niagara, he
shed tears. “Dura it,” said he, “I ain’t
enough of a liar to describe it and make it out
any bigger than it is. I’m floored!”—Boston
Post.
Rescued from Death.
William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass,
says:- In the fall of 1876 I was taken with
bleeding of the lungs followed by a severe
cough. I lost my appetite and flesb, and was
confined to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to
the Hospital. The doctors said I had a hole in
my lung as big as a half dollar. At one time a
report went around that I was dead. I gave
up hone, but a friend told me of DR. WILFOR
THE
BALSAM
LIAM HALL’S
LUNGS. I got a bottle, when to my surprise,
I commenced to feel better, and to-day I feel
better than for three years past.
“I write this hoping every one afflicted with
Diseased Lungs will take DR. WILLIAM
HALL’S BALSAM, and be convinced that
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I can
positively say it has done more good than all
the other medicines I have taken since my

sickness.”

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
—AJTD

THE

EQUITABLE LIFE

stock for

a

of six

years.

will be adjusted to
subscription.
Interest

commence on

date of

the form of the guaranty of in_
following
terest which is printed upon the face of the certificates and sigaed by the proper officer of the Mutis
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HAVE BEEN
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And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.
C-A-P-C-IN-E is correctly spelled.

At Union

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters

Assets Secnrely Invested

Are the only improvement
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even relieve.
Price 25 cents.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.

Surplus Securely Invested, Nearly

10

MILLIONS.

JOTHAM F. CLARK, Manager,

AUTHENI

To Persons

Dei

in matter
any other

Walking Boots, in many styles, all widths

PRIVATE LESSONS,
the 6th of September at his new and
rooms, No. 14tt Tremont Mtrcet, over
Schmidt’s Music store.

The *erm opens on the 12th
pils may enter at any lime.

elegant
Arthur

prepared

Cloth Top Button, with low vamp, box toe,
quarter over vamp—A A, A, B, C and D.

Will

LADIES’
French Kid

Button, all widths from the
est to the widest.

in Zerrahn’a Index ($1.00); in Tourjee*s Chorus
Choi u ($1.50); in PerkiBS’ Temple ($1.00); and in
Emerson’s Voile qp Worship ($1.00).

M N'S

Jersey Cloth Top Congress. Men’s Jersey Single Sole Congress, bevel edge AA, A, B
and

C

Men’s French Calf Balmorals
-AA, A, B and C.

MEN’S
rine

siyiisn

vjoous

in

an unu

leaning styiec.

Children and Misses’
School Boots,

it 421 CONGRESS STREET.

as

Special
For

given
particulars apply at

Attention will be

further

50

Mercy,

a

to French.
Convent of

FREE STREET.

Singing

tion for

Classes.

I institution
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I
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■branch** of
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OLIVE It DITSON & CO., Boston.

OUMPLCTS

*ug9

of
in-

collateral

■

BO.INVHB

■

a

■

Spruce Piles,
500.090 ft. Oak, lor Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine box
boards.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country ofUdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for It the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

I

I

Eng-

1

Pupils received singly or In class
Apply at Miss Sargent and Miss Bradbury's
Jly23eodti
Sohool, 148 Spring St.

mimm

aw, Ht.

and

Mary

uui.,

STREET,

Eastern

an

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St,
lining tf atone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
aug29dlyr
__

Railroad,

Gold
Medal Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled “the
Science of Lite or, Self-Preservation;” bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 300
pp. contains beautiful steel en-

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 0.30 a. m.
A special .Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
is
to this train for Boston,
m.
and
attached
p.
(Sunday nights tbia car will not be ready untill 11
m.

a. m.

jmamgmrmn/nvsr

gravings,

125

for

Salem, .Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Cnelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
m. for

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with

At 1.00 p.

Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

points.

ern

Trains leave Boston.
At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 06 p.
m. at 1£.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.

Through tickets to all points West and
Mouth may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

oct!5

Address, Peabody Medical Institute or Dr. W.
H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfiuch st., Boston.
augISdeodly

Address, Messrs. FurbUBh & Son’s Piano ware
aug30eod3m
rooms, 436 Congress St.

Acapulco, for Isthmus

S.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

fc.

Most Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND ('.BEEN STREETS,

a. m.

-For all

burg.

I. 1.1 p. in.-For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations,
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
II. 43 n. m—From Fabyan’s.
m.—From
3.34 p.
Burlington and Swantcn.
d. HAMILTON, Snp*t.
ocldtf
Oet.
Portland.
1, 1881.

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
HAIIsHOAD.

113 Nlnie Street,

Hroad Jit., Heston
e«
or to >F. I). UTILE & OO.,

31 Exchange St.. Portland.

]«3Sdt/

Norfolk. Baltimore & VVasbiugtoo
KTEAMiniP LINE,
Firm

rare

to buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

BOUND

BROOK

WM. CRANE,
WM. IiAWRENOfc,
D. H. MILLER.
From Bouton direct every WBDNEMOAY
and NiTUKDAV at »P. m.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by Bte&mer Lady of the Lake and
through rate? givon. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Rich rnff/id and all Points South and South
west via Va. and Georgia Air Line.
C. P Gaither.
Agent,240 W&h'dngton street, Boston Mass. To all
points of North and South Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh, Charlotte. SpartanSburg, Greenville,
the Carolinas
and Georgia Points
Waldo A.
Pearoe, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass.

Through bills of lading given by the

and
Canton for Portland
4.20 and 9.30 a. m.
at
7.30
for
Leave
Portland
i-lTl"
Canton,
"'*■
tot
"a. m. and 1.30 p. m. Leave Lewiston
at 7.20 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Saturday tiokets to return Monday at reduced

prices.

Stage connections with Bern is, Rangeley Lakes,
Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld, Pern, Livermore, West
Turner.

Sumner and

Portland,

Oct.

Pa*»age

Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 91‘A
2d Claes. 90.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Central WharC. Bouton.
to

no2dtf

LINE

Weekly services from GLASGOW, GALWAY,
IjONDON DERRY
AND
QUEENSTOWN,
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO BOSTON AND QUEBEC. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and
Queenstown to Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specialty and guaranteed.
For passage and information

apply to E. A. WAL-

DRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LKVE & ALDEN, 207 B’way, N. Y.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6th St., Phila.
oct4d3m

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
t'uunrd, Allan, Inman, While Star and
Anchor Lines of European Hteamero
soiling {weekly from Boston and New Tork. For
farther particulars call on or address

T. P. McCrOWAN, Bookseller,
dt

A‘JM cn<|{jRENH NTKKET.

ISLAND STEAMERS

OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt,
ocl8dtf

TELEPHONE 433.

FOR

THEJSLANDS.
Tourists’ Steamboat Line.

17,1881.

STEAMER

Diamond, Trefethen’s

Portland,

St.

TRIPS*

7.00 A. M.
0.30
11.06

2.00 P.M.

7.10 A.M.
8.16

10.65

2.30 P.M.

2.20

6.00
6.40

3.36
6.10
6.30

P.M.

6.10
Tickets for Bound Trip 33 ctnli.

WEEK.

PER

Peaks.

and

Evergreen Landings.

6.16 A.M.
8.46
10.30
3.16
4.30

PALE ARRANGEMENTS.
THREE

llHNNEHAHA

LEAVES

STEAMERS.

dtf

sel 4

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, SEPT. 19lh,Steam

REAL

of
thin Line will
Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
every
Monday.
street,
at 6 p. in., for Eastport and
Wednesday, and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Rob bins ton,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
Gram]
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.

ESTATE.

erw

n

Friday

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswiek and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinee Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inKS^Freighi
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager.
seplGdtf

ri/fli

i TTi

OALJL.

Orrington Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orrington, Maine, about three miles from
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never
water power, two ran of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessary machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling bouse goes with the
mill. Reason for selling: 111 health or the proprietor. For further information, call on or address

THE

failing

BRASTOW BROS.,

cct21d&wtf43

Villaga,

Brewer

Maine

FOR SALE.
*>

NEW house with all the modern improve*
ments, in one of the most desirable locations
Congress St. Inquire of

A
"A
on

I

>,

JOHN C. PROCTOR,
93 Exchange St.

oct29

Th# .avontc Steamer, Foreet City and John
Brook, will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Bceton, at 6 o'clock p. m. (Sunday, excepted).
Passenger, by this line are reminded that they «eenre a comfortable night’, reet and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
tSf~ Tickets and Stateroom, for ,ale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket, to New York, via the various
Rail ancf Sound Lines for sale at very low rate,.
Freight taken as usual.
I. B. COYLE, Jr., G. ns Agent,

eodSw

FOR SALE.
of the moot desirable
finished houses

ONEoughly
quired

83 Exchange St.

oc20

eodSw

FOR SALE

cx. urxrxiB
W »■ ■
ft. W

Washington Street, Boston.
Gen. Pane.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. B. K. ot N. J.

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Pavtcuger
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax nnd the Province*,
and all stations on K. A N. A. Railway,
12.40, and fll.15 p in.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Moose head JLake, and all stations 011 K. A
Piscataquis R. R.. fll.15 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.30 p. m., 12.40 p. ru.,} 11.15 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.30 p. m., 12.40
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Qardiner, 'Richmond, and Brunswick 7/00 a. m.,12.40 p.
m., 5.15 p. m.. fll.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m., 5.15 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A 1/incoln R. R., 7.00 a. in., 12.40 p.
Auburn

nnd

Lewiston,

12.30 p.

Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

Halifax, 8.1U a. m., 6.UO p. m.; St.
a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
m.; St. Stephen. 9.45 a. m.; ttucksport,
б. 00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., t7.45
m.; Dexter. 7.10 a. m.t 4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
.25 a. m., 2.46 p. m.; Skowhegan, 8.10 a. m..
2.30 p. m.; Woterrille, 9.12a.m. 1.55, tlO.OO
m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. m 9.68 a. m., 2.42 p. m., 110,65 p. m.;
4-ardiner, 6.17 a. xm, 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m.,
11.04 p. m. Bath, 6.o5 ar. m.f 11.06 a. m., 4.00
p. m.f Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.35 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. un, (night.) Kockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
7.20 a. m.,
11.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 0.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; Wiuthrop 10.15
as
follows: The
a. m. being due In Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
The day trains
8.40.
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.60 Ip.
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Watervillo,
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
Pullman
Express tr?in at 1.60
p. m. The Night
From

John, 8.15
а.

S.

S.

Lewiston,

a. m.

f Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. K.
X Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
8-. John and Halifax
rates.

on

sale

at

reduced

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland, Oct. 17th, 1881.

Octl3

106

tf

D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
Washington Street, Boston, Maes.

Wm. P. Clyde dk Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia,
febtt

HORSES

The two fine Horses belonging to es>
tate of the late Dr. Wm. W. Oreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
oc26-dtf

WANTS.
WANTED.
buy a Schooner Smack, 35 fo 60 tons N. M.
Well smack preferred. F. W. MILLER A CO.,
oct29d2m*
Mobile, Ala.

TO

Wanted.
experienced Dry Goods Salesman, who can
furnish good references and has a good trade
of his own.
Address P. O. Box 856, Portland, Me.

AN

nov2

dtf

TO

PHILADELPHIA

THE

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Ho

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
m.

From

Apply to ELBRIDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th. '1881.
octl4dtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

p.

Pine Street Wnarf,

Philadelphia,

at 10

a* m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
Freight
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pawmge Eight Dollar*. Round Trip 913,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. B. NAIHP40N, Agent,
IO Long Wharf, Bomiob
deSlt

STEPHEN

Portland, Bangor & Machia

Job

STEAMBOAT CO.

FALL

October

mmm «»>

S. S. Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

tor

Portland.

GSP^Passengers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machiasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Oct. 20, 1881.
oc20-dtf

Maine

Steamship Company.

and (raid

FRESCO PAINTERS,
III market Square, Portland.
Prlov reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
je2
dly

BUSINESS
■■

-.—

■■ ■ —

The best Internal and external remedy la
the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
Price, 60 cents and "l.oo.

FOSTER, MILBCBN

A

Prop’rs,

Will uutil further notice leave

Franklin Wharf.

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
t.M., and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

I

I

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts
TnTh&Sly

These steamers are titled up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 16; mealB extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 37, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 22
Exchange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
sengers will he taken by this line.

DIRECTORY.
■

—.

--

V

Accountant aud Notary Public.
CKO. C. DODNM, Offlc

No.

184 middle

Street. Portland.

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printers
Exchnnie No. Ill Kxchaugr Street.

J. I. B
me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
iROI'R, 33 Crora 81., Portland

6?

FREE

CHARGE!

Wa cure RUEE.YATI8N and NEURALGIA in their worst forms, and ail other pains,
i*ree of Charge, and will send you the medicine
by express. This is no humbug, as thousands in
the City 0? Boston will tostify Encloe stamp, and
address E. R. M’F’G CO., 29 Summer St., Boston

oetlOdlra

n im

kbbk

mini

Semi-Weekly tine to Sew York.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

ffiunbel,

JOST & HORTON,

£3th.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MasmCHARLES DEERING.
ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
ttmmmwm arm sm TarPortland,
Tuesday
every
evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on ar-rival of
Express Train from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer lute, Sedgwick, So. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor and Millbridge. Will leave
same wharf every Friday evening at 11.15
o’clock, for Rockland, Cantine, Deer lale,
Sedgwick, oS. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Millbritlge Jonenport, and Machianport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport. every Monday Morning, at 4.S0 o’clock, and IVlillbridgo every Monday and Thursday at 8.00 a. m.,
touching as above, arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Connects ©very trip at Rockland with Sanford
a

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

ARRANGEMENT

Commencing

Coining Went,

^Cures "Rheumatism, Lum&ago?

LET.

Photographer’s Rooms 518 Vs Congress st„
recently ocoupted by J. M. Peck, and now oocupled by C. W. Hearn, and also other rooms.

Direct Steamship Line.

connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday) with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings

Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,
Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,
Frost Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
Headache, and all pains and aches.

SALE.

^FOR

To L<et.

m..

5,06 p. in. Tjewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., fll.15 p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*,
Rangeley Lnke, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Readfleld. West Waterville nnd North
Anson, 12.30 p. m.,
Farmington via

BOSTON

connection with

OLD COLONY BAH,.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time. Low
Demi-Weekly Cine, Quick
Rate*, Frequent Departure*.
and
received
forwarded daily to FALL
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Dteamer**, nailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, 8. C., Waehingten, D. C., Reoraetown, D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Ral
and Water Lines.
Rates named and Bills of Lading riven
pThrough
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
ho

^oS

residences and thorFree Street. En-

on

JOHN C. PROCTOR,

dtf

aprb

FROM

ROUTS.

NEW ENOEAND AGENCY,

aug30

named

aDove

agents.

Leave

steam

or

{

New York and Philadelphia

m.:

iManuhlyi*

I'Ijkm

JOHN HOPKa S,

n

Philadelphia & Hew
England
Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Bailas
STEAMSHIP LINES

319

only

S.iS. Colon .Nov. 301 6.3. Crescent City,.. Not. 20
For freight or passage
atea and the fullest Infer
cation, apply to the Cteneral Eastern Agents.
C.X. BARTLETT A CO.,

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Be

Panama

of

dtf

Bound Brook Route.

sepl 0-T u -Tli -A-S-3-m
PROF. m. SAUCIER,
/CONCERT PIANIST, and Teacher of Plano forte.

LEAVING PORTLAND
station*, -through to Ilurlinglon, ftnastoa, Montreal and Ogdcne-

S.'d 5

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 'I icaet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

prescriptions,

Bent by maI1i
vrrnw ,rnvorTPpriceoi“y
JLriUVv lill OLLI.illustrated sample, 6 cents; send

below.

Not. 10.

trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).

price $1.60.
G. W.CABLETO.KA CO., Publishers, N.
oet22eodlnr
Y. City.

210 Federal Street.

as

3.

On

intensely In
Janes Fleming, autho
of those capital novels—Guy Earlscourt’s Wife—A
Wocderful Woman—Mad Marriage—Silent and True
—Lost for a Womau—etc.
Beautifully bound,

UNDERTAKERS

further notice passenger train,
will run as follows:

t’atil

m.

Changed Heart.
terestlng new novel by May

ILSLEY BROTHERS,

TINE.

Eustport, Me., Calais, Me.,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. 8.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

p.
At S 45

add

now »a
ob the

V>:-i Lew it. to ii,

BOOKSELLERS:

gySold in

OF

CHANGE

On and after Monday, October 3rd, ISSI,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

a.

Zenluud

splendid steamers Bail from Now
10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
The
Fork

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1881.

9

JAPAN, CHINA,
Islands, New
Anatralla.

San.lwfch

ALLAN

__

A

and

now

Fraaciaco,

Han

all points in the

only.

J. Holmes.

BY ALL

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Room! at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Soutn may be had of M. E. William*, Ticket
4-gent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gan- Agent. Portland.
dtf
octl6

Lout-,Omaha, Hagin-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICEE .Superintendent.
octl7dtf

At

CALIFORNIA,

after

Paul, 8alt Lake City,

May Agnes Fleming.
Another

Premature Grave.
|gy*FuU particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to every one. fl3^*The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at fl per package, or hix packages for f5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
THE

P_

Just published:—Madeline. A splendid new
novel by Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, whose novels sell so
enormously, and are read and re-read with such interest. Beautifully bound, price $1.50.
***Also hands me new editions of Mrs. Holmes*
other works—Tempest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Edith Lyle—Edna Browning—Marian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest Bouse—etc., etc.

ALSO, SOLD

BEFORE TAIINB.c^^pti^uatnd°I AFTER TAIIH6.

eod&w3m39

German and Italian.

t

DEALER.
odtf

Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, P^in in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many.
other Diseases that

EDrCaTlOW,
A4dreas,
Main#.

TEACHER OF FRENCH AND DRAWING, also

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

NEW YORK.

& feTRADI MARK
MARR“f
Seminal

MISS MARIA E. ODELL,

1.000 Oak mid

<itf

■

Thorough

For further
Rg^f information,
Portland.
L. A. Orsu. A.M R^W
Studentr admitted at any time.

sat tu &th&wtf

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.

OOtl

The oldest ■
I in the State.

Piortlandnusinessflol ege

Liberal reduc-

quantities.

oct29

SHOE

addressing

thrt the IDEAL (75 cts.), by Emerson, is the book of
for

J. W.

:CT*ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_^t
eo.liwly22
je

uuuipuu

•end

aug29dtf

-DO NOT FORGET-

Cincinnati,

8t.

Elixir of Life Root Company, maim; central railroad.
KITTREDGE, Agent,

18 BEAVER

Weakness,
Impotency, and all

September 5th, for
School affords
facility
acquiring
education.
THEsolid and finished every

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAS NO EQUAL.

IIJ.LL HUP' C<

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

The Great

1881.

n

and

York and the Nouth and West.
NUN DAY TKAINM Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. in.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p.m.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwankce

Ajvww

oviu

SCHNAPPS.

TRADI

TEE.M

FALL

HOCIJETIE8-

Any book mailed for Retail Price.

narrow-

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

Re-open tor the

To

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Heel Boots—A. B, C and F—the proper
Boots for Children’s wear.

THE
novC

143 Pearl Street.
Jan24^dtl
St. Elizabeth’s Academy

quality.
Excellent Anthems and Easy Choruses will also be
found in Emerson’s new Herald of Praise ($1.00);
ia J. P. Cobb’s Festival Chorus B**ok, ($1.26);

season

A*

LADIES’

Given to urlvate pupils by the subscriber.

At th’S season, choirs are much in need of new
In the above five books will be found all
Anthems
that possibly can be needed, and of the very best

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

znhSOdtf

to receive

COLCORD,

MU*

Nearly Dead and One Battle
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittbedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaininF
ief, X was induced to try a bottle of your
EL
,R OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine.
T, F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

ical Studies.

J. W.

-AND-

New

I bare sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a ease where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.

Instruction in English and Class-

GEM GLEANER. ($1.00. J. M. Chadwick.
Perkins’ Anthem Book. ($i.co.)

the

and

BOYD’S

($1.25). Johnson, Tenney and Abbey.

should begin to practice some good Cantata,
•lofteph’* Bondage. ($1.00). Chadwick.
ChriMtuant*. <80cts) Gutterson.
There are many others. Send for Lists!

vru§g»l

Fine N. Y. Boots fer Ladies’ wear. Sold only
at Sign of the Gold Boot.

of September, but pu-

Mr*. O’NEILL will also be

74 EXCHANGE STREET

-BETWEEN-

of the Urinary Organs.

Cared Him

pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
ana after Sept. 5th.
sepl6d3m

ANTHEM HARP. ($1.26.) 'W.O.Perklns.
Emerson’s Book of Anthems.(i.26)
American Anthem Book,

-MUSICAL.

as

sizes.

Baptist Church,)

public
for

Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,16 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30,9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.30 p. m.

and all Diseases

Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.

of Insurance
in Portland.

LAUltd

Complaints,

FOR

Monday, Oct.
?S££gg!fgga|
1NN1, PuaMBier Trains
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-aa-“-FOR BON TON at 8.46 a.m. 1.00
and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.16,6*30,
and 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30
a. m„ 12.30. 3.30 p.
ra., arriving at Portland at
12.06. 5.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Naco, Biddeford, and Kenue bun It, at 8.45 a. m.t 1.00, 8.30 and 6.30 p. in.
For Wells, Worth Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, New Market. Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence and Unwell, 8.46 a.
m., 1.00 ana 3.30 p. m. For Rochester, and
Farmington, W. H., at 8.46 a. m.v 1.00 and
3.80 p. m. For Alton Bay, at 8.45 a. m. and
3.30 p.m.
For Manchester and Concord,
N. 11., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m. Morning Train
leaves Kennebnnk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p. in. Returning on train leaving Boston at
12.30 p. m.
Parlor Car Neats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
fi^The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connect!
with Mound Cine Mteamen for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail4 Cities for New
Oil

From

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

A

Agency

series of twenty lessons

on

A Positive Cure for Kid*
ney & Liver Complaints
es arising
andallDise
therefrom such as

Insurance.

aredoingas well for their customers

Teacher of fgngliah and Italian Hiaging

ROOKS.

MAIjgg.

PgRTLAA'D.

NIK. H. N.ONEILL,

Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
■ 8UKJE REMEDY AT LAST. Price 26cts.
A MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
S/W&wlly
(nol)
aug31

TBEET,

30 EXCHANOE

Spring

and Phyaiologyof the Voice,
to inform his numerous friends and the
that he will be prepared to receive pupils

BANNER

MILLIONS.

43

Terms, Gentlemen $3.00. Ladies $2.00.
Reference—H. W. Shaylor, Teacher of Penmanship, City Schools.oc26-eodtf

SEABURYA JOHNSON,

-OF-

CHILD REN’S

begs

nov4-dtf

•

ELIXIR
THE

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

DEPARTURES:

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

LIFE ROOT!

MILLIONS.

190

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOT. 9,
at 7.30 o’clock. Stationery needed for the course,
of good quality, furnished pupils at the lowest prices. Come one and all, and learn to hold your pen
correctly and write easily, rapidly and elegantly.
Class Clubs t» ken at special rates. For further information apply to A. W. Clark, 205 Federal St.,
City.

ever

$2.00 PER

BARNES, Jr.,

Strength

Penmanship,

the

the

farming.

Portland, Me., Nov. 3,1881.

Hall, 87 Free St.

(Opposite

on

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT
SHARfi, BY

are

Outstanding Insurance

Mr. A.WJQLARK
in

New York.

OFFICERS.
W. H. Guion, President; H. J. Rogers, Vice PresiN.
W.
dent;
Nowell, Treasurer; R. E. Gallagher,
Secretary.

BECAUSE

to

a

or

N. B.—See the many letters from policy-holders
expressing their gratification with the returns from
their Tontine Savings Fund Policies.

Of Its Financial

17th,

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Unprecedented.

WRITING SCHOOL.

will give the second of

policy

holders

time.

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. in., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

Nevada.

NO. 30 EXCHANGE ST.

7 1-10 per cent

EDUCATIONAL

ON

Denver,

31st, ult.
Reports from the mine show a marked improvement
in the value of the ore in the lower levels, (very rich);
and as the leased mill is now being made available,
As soon
a large increase in bullion is anticipated.
as the addition to the mill is made the Company
share
20
to
25
cents
from
to
per
pay
expect
per

B.
To

may be made to

changbTof

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
and

*

White Pine Co.,

St.,

Railway of Canada.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

100,000 Shares.

Sany,
ividend of l*/a per cent., payable

ing

clear and concisa. and contains

Its Cash Returns

THOMAS J. HURLEY & CO
18 Wall-st., New lork,
Where maps, reports, and full information can be
obtained.
nov5 Sat Tu Th & Sat

IMITATED,

OF NEVADA.

Capital, $1,000,000.

BECAUSE

MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY,
116 Broadway, New York,
or

Silver Minim and Milling Go.

month. The managers who are practical mining
men, are engaged in demonstrating the fact that
mining, when honestly aod judiciously conducted,
is as safe and profitable a business as manufactur-

N. B.—Bead ITonr Policies.
Compare the
short and simple iorm used by the Equitable, with
the long and obscure contracts loaded down with
technicalities issued by other companies!

scription. Subscriptions will be received until the
20th day of November, 1881, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
and the allotments made on the following day.
THE

Immediately,
satisfactory proofs of death.

of

No Arduous Conditions.

ed pro rata for amounts exceeding $2,500.
Checks in payment may be made payable to th
rder of the Mutual Trust Company, Trustee, or to
he undersigned, and should accompany the sub-

Applications

Policies,

ROLLINS & ADAMS

Will for six years from date hereof pay fifteen cents
per share per annum, on the shares represented by
this certificate, payable semi-annually on January
1st and July 1st.

Grand Trunk

PASSENGER OFFICES

The Exchange Silver Mining and Milling Comof Nevada, has declared its fourth monthly

BECAUSE

Company.

THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW-YORK.

NO. 4.

THE EXCHANGE

Egan Nits.,

Ehia,

J

the contract of insurance “shall not
be disputed’’ after it is three years old, and that
such policies shall be

written further
made which warrant the

period

Why ?

Incontestable

policy

dtf

Farmers’ Loan and Trust Co., Sew York

stipulating that

Its

gTBSET.

noy4

■

New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Hpringfleld, also with N. V. A N. E. If.
R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadeland
the
Baltimore, Washington,
onth and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West.
Olosoconnections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 ExStreet.
change
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
d. W. PETERS, Gon. Ticket Agent
QKU. P. WES
l\ Suptju24dtf

EEGISTRAES:

It alone issues

was

developments have been
belief that, with an outlay of less than $100,000,
the company will be able to place the mines in a
dividend paying condition within the coming year
The entire amount of the treasury stock of the
company remaining unsold (91,000 shares) having
been purchased by a syndicate, an otter of the same
is now made for subscription by the undersigned at
$2 10 per share.
By special contract between the Syndicate and
the Mutual Trust Company, a fund sufficient for
the purpose has been deposited with the Trust
Company to cover the interest on the preferred

30 EXCHANGE

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

ARRIVAL*.

Jr.,

BABHTBS,

B,

46.30 p. m.
The 1.35 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for

BIRD,.Portland

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED BY

WORLD.

THE

rr or 7,v
W

On receipt

E.

Asst. Secretary—A. E. AVER..I Boston
LYMAN R. BLAKE,.
GORDON McKAY,.
J. H. GOODSPEED.
Directors W. FRENCH SMITH, Ph. D..
A. H. BRFED.
Lynn
EDGAR SHAW.
M. G. PALMER,.Portland

54 Broad

Of any Life Insurance Company

nent.”

foregoing report

Secretary—GEO.

OFFICE OF COMPANY:

Largest Business

-nry a
X/ XJ

ST., BOSTON, MASS.

LOCATION OF MINE:

NEW YORK,

DOES THE

IN

{>.

vided.
Subscriptions for 26,000 shares of tbe stock at
$ I .OO per share are oifered, payable in four equal
monthly instalments, beginning at date of subscription, the entire amount to be expended in rebuilding and developing the property.
OFFICERS:
President-LYMAN R. BLAKE. Boston
HURD
P.
Treasurer—E.

Society,

BROADWAY,

California,

OF COMPANY:

DIVIDEND

McLELLAN,
Local Agts,
Gorham,
nov5
eodly

120

For Clinton,
Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua. Lowell, Wiudham, and Ep*
at
a.
m. and tl.35 p. no.
7.30
ping
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.35 p. m.
For Rochester .Hpringvale, Alfred, Water boro aud Waco River.7.30 a. m., 1.35
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.,
11.06
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
9.35
a.
m.
and
6.10
m.
fl.10
m.,
p.
p.
(mixed)
For Gorham,
Haccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at7.30 a. m., tl.35, 6.30 and (mixed)

that time the mine was worked privately, paying
$72,000 by crude workiDg for free gold oniy, the
sulphurets remaining and being very rich. At bottom of main shaft, 2u0 feet, tbe vein is 3Vi ft.wide.
Conservative experts report the mine can pay $7,000 to $9,000 per month. Home management, low
priced subscriptions and earnings to be Justly dl

—

Assurance

m.

This v aluable mining property is among tbe most
desirable on tbe Pacific coast. The officers and
stockholders of the Company are wealthy and influential men, including parties connected with the
McKay Sewing Machine Co., and the shoe interests
at Lynn. Fire recently destroyed their mill—up to

LEWIS

report

Since the

29JHIGH

Oct. 17
will leave
and
m.,

Portland at 7.30 a.
1.35 jp. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning Loavo
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
at
1.10
m. and 6.10 p.
at
Portland
p.
arriving
m.,

McKay Sewing Machine Co.

PORTLAND,

cross-cutting the vein of the Wolcott. Both of these
workings are in mineral corresponding with that of
the Horn Silver, and of a much more promising

character than the Horn Silver ever had with the
same amount of work.
Furthermore, the croppings
of these mines are the same as those of the Horn
The
Great
6ilver.
Republic and Wolcott veins are
from 150 to 200 feet wide, and 1 do not think there
ia another vein of this extent in the country. I tell
you now that these mines will be the biggest and
best ever opened, and fully equal to the Horn Silver.
Everyone who has seen these mines confirms my
opinion.
Superintendent Couch is pushing the
work with all post-ible speed, and he is the most
competent maD in the country.”
of the
The following is an extract from the
Special Committee sent out by the Board of Directors in July last to examine* the property: ‘‘We
found in the Spanish Tunnel a fine shewing of lowgrade galena ore. This tunnel has been driven a
length of 34 feet—all in mineral. In the Republic the
tunnel has been driven 36 feet, with the expectation
of cross-cutting the vein, which, by the croppings,
shows a Width of from 60 to 150 feet. They are
putting down a shaft also on this mine, which has
already reached a depth of 50 feet. In company
with Mr. rJ im Foley, of Leadville, we descended the
shaft and found all the workings in a solid body of
low-grade gelaua ore, improving with depth and
very promising. We next visited the Vanderbilt
mine, aud there found a tunnel, which is now in 38
feet, tbe workings also being in mineral. The next
mine visited was the Welcott, which to your committee* eems the most promising claim of all. Tn
his mine, which is now in 25
tbe upper tunnel of
fee', ihey have struck mineral assaying moderately;
but the most important fact is, it shows the continuity of the immense vein running through this great
property. Several hundred feet below we found
the Cope Tunnel, which is now in 65 feet. This tunnel has expose a vein of copper ore showing a
width of from 20 to 25 feet, yielding about 30 per
cent in copper. It is proposed to run in 46 feet
further and then cross cut the vein. If we get the
vein here as we have it elsewhere, and only a moderate grade of ore, we will have one of the largest
mines and most valuable properties on the conti-

OFFICE

STATE ACT., AEBI7BN.

per annum upon the subscription price.
Allotments will he made in full of amounts of
$2,500 and under, and the remainder will be allot-

BENSON'S
GAPCINE
PLASTERS

propor-

T. T. Merry

.Treasurer.

Fraud,

of assets in

greater amount

a

of liabilities.
The Mutual Life of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ L of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $1.
4. It maintains the established rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against contingencies.
5. It has paid to its policy holders, and has assets
has
on hand, #5 901.868 49 more than it
received for premium* since ifa organizamade
never
other
a
by
any
company
tion, showing
at the same age. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
6. It is paying daily nearly $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for ten years given to the public printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

iuwuuouk

»ou-»uuwu

New York,.1881.
Fifteen cents per share is equal to

Beware

Why You
Company.

tion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $128.60 for every $100 of
liabilities.
Tne Connecticut Mutual has $115 fpr every $100

beyond my sanguine expectations. They
sinking a shaft on the Great Republic, and

are now

age overtake hitn.—New Orleans Picayune.

Young Brown called

Seven of the Many Reasons
Should Have a Policy in this

and much

strength.
niun

iuo

of Salt Lake City, under date of May 27,1881,
writes concerning this property:
»‘I arrived here early this morning and visited the
mines of the North Horn Silver Company. I found
the developments in a most satisfactory condition

A Pure and (Effective Hair Dressing-.
Cocoaine, a compound of Cocoannt Oil,
beautifies the hair and is sure to alloy all itching and irritation of the scalp.
The superiority of Burnett's Flavoring
Extracts consists in their perfect purity and

25,000,000

ore.

inr, (!•£<. DHUiuerKu,

“Give me a foreman worthy of my steel,’
cried the butcher as he witnessed his assistant
spoiling a knife while sharpening it.—Ss. Louis
Hornet.

4,062,284

Yuba Co.,

Hansonville,

ARRANGEMENT.

Oil and after Monday,
1881, Passenger Trains

LOCATION OF MINE:

1. It gives you insurance at actual cost.
2! It gives you insurance cheaper than any other
company.

most valuable body of silver ore known to exist in
And again: “The Horn
any mine in the world:
Silver Mine stands to day as haviug a greater ascerthan
other
silver mine known.”
tained value
any
As an indication of the richness of the ledge it
said
that
the
Horn
Silver
produced in the
may be
first nine months of this year nearly $1,100,000.
amount
to $300,000.
dividends
and the quarterly
The properties owned by the North Horu Silver
have
been
on
reported
by Thomas
Company
Couch, formerly superintendent of the Horn Silver,
and his report is indorsed by Professors Newberry
and Clayton. Mr C uoh, in his report says:
“Each of ihese claims embraces a part of the vein
known as the Horn Silaer—this name having been
applied to the vein from the first location made
upon it, and because of the immense unparalleled
body of argentiferous lead ore developed there-

Rev. W. H. Bolster is a Congregational
minister at South Weymouth, Mass. Probably one of the pillows of the church.—Newton

A Ululi U1U9U UU

ard
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over

3. It holds

oil.

Republican.

CO.

The North Horn Silver Mining Company is organ
ized uuder the laws of the State of New York, with
a capital of $4,000,000 in 400,000 shares, full-paid
and non-assessable. The company has acquired title
to the Great Republic, Spanish, Wolcott, Rosa, Comstock and Vanderbilt mines, embracing more than a
mile of the f-mous Horn Silver Ledge, near Frisco,
Utah, about 225 miles southwest of Salt Lake City,
xhe Spanish mine is only 1,500 feet from the Morn
Silver Mine, and the croppings of the North Horn Silver Ledge in many places show a width of 150 feet of
vein matter.
Concerning the Horn Silver Ledge
Professor J. S. Newberry, of the Columbia 8chool
of Mines, and an authority in both this country and
Europe, «ays: “The Horn Silver Mine contains the

ralgia, sore throat, asthma, bronchitis, diphtheria, etc., are all cured by Thomas Eclectric

The Spruce Fly.
The Baneor Commercial has the follow-

TRUST

OF NEW-YORK.

myopic and emmetropic; that next to
myopic astigmatism, distinct lesions are most
prevalent in eyes with hypermetropic astigma-

Till o’er that ridge of rosy light,
Seen in my boyhood’s happy vision,
1 wander from the shores of night,

MUTUAL

THE

both

Honorable Mention.
Of all the remedies on earth that well may
claim attention Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric On.
For wondrous
commands special mention.

Into the realms of life

INTEREST AT 7 PER CENT PER ANNUM
PAYABLE IN GOLD ON JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1, FOR SIX YEARS, GUARANTEED AND PAYABLE BY

.

WINTER

U. g. PATENT,

:

STEAMERS.

__

OF CALIFORNIA.
TITLE

$18,346,212

Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New York Stand-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

CAPITAL $250,000. 100,000 SHARES.

(CHARTERED 1837).

*

INVESTMENTS' Portland and Worcester Line.

Mining; Company

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

OF UTAH.

Dr. Risley of Philadelphia, speaking of the
condition of the eyes of schoolchildren says,
“Hypermetropic eyes are more numerous than

king of old,
I listen to the wood-nymph’s pleading,
While this poor form, of human mould,
Plods slowly after fancy’s leading.
I.ike the Ausonian

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

MINING COMPANY

g“od

tism.” From this it appears that the “eyes
have it”—but what it is they have is a conundrum to us, and we regret that they have it.—
Norristown Herald.

0 brook that carols to tbe seat

winding

for

excuse

Wit and Wisdom.

0 happy hours in woodland bowers!
Full oft, a careless child, 1 wandered
At will amoug thy brightest flowers,
O’er Nature’s book I deeply pondered.

iu

North Horn Silver

RAILROADS.
_

HANSON
Gold

Mutual

season.

There is less

Ai d voice the words of fancy’s wieathing;
But list!—flrom reeds beside tbe stream

nOKTHHTERN

OF THE

milch cow stingily than any other farm animal. She does not ask any credit; she makes
prompt daily payment; and her product is a
cash article. If he has not the food at
hand, prudence and good judgment, as well
to furnish he
as humanity, require him
full rations at all times, without regard to r
favorable or unfavorable season. We always counsel dairymen to make an earnest
effort to produce all the food for their herds
upon their own farms, but the first principle
of profitable dairying requires that they give
abundant food to keep up an even flow of
milk, whether they produce or purchase the
food.—Live Stock Journal.

dream,

Stock

Preferred, Registered, Treasury

J1V ROBEHT KEXUALE.

FIRST CLASS

THE

91,000 Shares

RAILROADS.

MINING.

INSURANCE

MINING

as always to be, while in milk,
poor in flesh, but this does not militate
against the following conclusion: Cows of
the same breed, kept in equal conditions,
quality to quantity will more frequently be
found in direct than in inverse ration to
each other."—Farm and Fireside.

quantities

WM.

M.

MARKS,

and Job

Bool, Card,
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bit———irtr

Printer,

Eiobange,

Exchange St., Portland, Hi.
Pine Job

Order* oy mail
Particular

or

Printing
in

a

Specialty.

person promptly att*- ued to.

nitration paid to It

Pamphlet Printing
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